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ImaglAudience
.

This set of workshoO,materials,and activities is designed for_

persons who teach academic and clinical courseato-students in professional
allied health programS.- -It is intended to-serA:re a wide range nt persons '

frol the fields whicH -are typically incidded in the allied health. profes-
14nne. The principles and.techniqueS aTegeneralizable ,to practically
v_Wtfashiln:441.ation. .11ANever the examples-and-activities provided
are specifiCto_the health-professions,

4.

Organization

The Workshop,:Consists of a set of shortdidactic'and more extensive,
experiential activities.- The didactic material iS provided As A series of:
:Short pakers in the workshopmate'rials% The information in these.papers
may tie obtained bY,pdrticipants either by reading them-or the7workshop
leader may present thesubstance Of the papers orally in-a,series of
short 3-to.5 minpte mini-lectures. If the short Mini.leeture apprnach.
is used, it it§ recommended*participants be giVen theahork. Papers tosread:'
following the workshop,in order to allow study ancLreflection..

The experiential portion of the workshop consists of a series oe
activities which demonstrate the prindiples and techniques,whiph.dre the
,main Content objectives'. Other experiential activities inciude,small
grppp prOblem solving and discussion questions designed to help the
participants recognize, apply, and gtneralize to their own'eXperience
hAsic theories, principle6c and tenhniqnesconcerned with increasing
student motivation and achievement.

Content

The con ent of the workshop is organized inte fourmain parts
ach part is labeled an_activity. Within each portion or activity,.there
are usually a number'af-tasksc-eah designecUto generalize or'extend
a particular set, of_concepts, principles'or techniques which'are the

.

focus tor that s'ctivity. .-The purpose nt:the first activity is to ,setw
,forth, in'S didactic manner,.thebasic concepts and nomenclature Of
motivation and related terms,

,

Thegpnrpnsenf the second workshop acJvity is thtee fold. The-
first taakis designed t)-i help participants think:about and identify the

tirlikorigins and effects of t ir own needs and motives.. A second task is
:designed to introduce theM,to two major theoriesof humait needs and
motives. The last set of tas_ is designed to assist the participants in
usin$ these- theories- to bettelr :entity, understand, and accoMModate
the wide range of individual differences in needs and motives enco ntered
in any classroom.
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the tjaa ortioa af the TA:mks_ -p pros nts Principles and:tee ueN.:,.for planningAus ruction
totlaxi-r4ze,student motivation-and achieVoment.-

Again there ate several bbjettiveS. The first task is,deaigned to inform
participaSts aboUt tWrelationship betWeen programiclassroom climate,
and studenl motiVatiOnnnd achievement. .Theaecondigroup-of taaksare,.
,designed to illustrate princiPles and techniques for 4.npreasinestudent-
vnPtivation and achieVement by proper man Aant of learning and Instruction
id.thin overall programs:and within individial classrdoms-.on a to day,

.

teaching basis.
'- '

..

:The fourth and_final activity is IL set.of guidelines which,summeriZethe concepts,principles, and techniques;p0sented throughout all poitionaof theworkghop. Following the'guidelinea participants Are asked to
.evaluate the entire workshop on several criteria.

'?

The appendiX contains a pre and a post.test whidh may be us'id
ith participants prior,tb and following the wOrkshop to-issess learning.Thee post test may also be used. aS pavt of phe finalactiviPy whch is An

evalUatiOn-of the work hop.

5

Flexibility and Options

The inaterials Which comprise this woikshop may be used in, a thieJ;. .workshop setting:with a workshop leader'. the,lesder shouldread through
the entireset of materials and select those portions-,he or she Wishes
to use; Miny exampleS of appropriate setivities:are provided. The,work-shop leader alsoshould decide which materials te'duplicatotb use as
-handouts with participants... In ',addition the leader needs.to decide ho-long the wor7 hop is to be. Xbasic portion'of the workshoP can be' :

PTesented in as little as-two hours. However, ccmpaetion of all participantactivities and tasks would'requite at leastffifteen4o twenty'hpurS. Iile
1a dek can'assign parta ofthe workshop Materials for individual or small
._ c1up study ehead:nf time and Complete other experiential tasks in single

A'or-multiple large group-or smell group seSsions.7-
.

. The' workshop materialk ilay be used-in other ways-ToX well. Any
individual'ean learn much bY simple reading the workShop,.papers,.the
instructions to'leadets, and by examining the eXampaes;,prodems, and
activities providedt. However, the materipise better utilized by
Sandi group of interested persons stiudyinOhelidactie protions,' subsequently
Iliscuasing these and then completingvihe experiential tasks inen inter-active way. The Materials are cemplette enough thst any group of several
persons can conduct their own session1rWithout an outside leader. However,
one member of the group should be ,designated.as the leader'. This person
needs-to read through the entire sat Of *terials in order to'gather
the simple materials and props needed for'certain activities arill'tb be
able to provide some direction for the othera.

.
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The ent_re set of mat6rials including instruc4ons_to leaders, short
w

PaPer*, 40eationa,,activities8 and the appendices Are presenteein the
sequence'inwhich they: make A logidal apprqaCh tor-Nning,a workshop., It
is Intended ihat any participant in any workshop which uses these materials
Will, upon completion of the ybrkshogs hAvea coMplett set of materials
which .may be'-;(3. studied individually later to Acquire additional

. .

.information, !(2) nsed:as the-basis for'anotherworkshop for colleagues
:Nitn the original articipant serving as a leader in his oriler-back
home-Setting. :

The objectives for the workshdp have beeil,partially sta ed above.
They may also be found in the summary Of techniques and princ pies
(Activity 4, fask 2) which occurs at the end of the workshop. However,
the prim4ry content and skill Objectives are concisely stated here for
convenience.

_Following participation;in workshop activities and indi Adual study
of the.materials provided an individual should be able to:

1. Recognize, describe, an4 state the major relationships aMong
the constructs of learning, performance, motivation, needs,
dotives, achievement, personal cis:ace, and pervasive patterns
and orientation of life activities.'

2. Identify and describe theJmeds which motivate his or he
own behavior patterns the behavior patterns of students and
colleagues and recogEije these differences in nleds 'as the,
cause of individual diTferences in motive patterns.

3. Describe two ma or theories of needs and motives and apply
therkto explain observed behavior and performance in students,
colleagues, and pelf.

Be more Aware-of the- source of both long and short term needs,
their causes, their wide range,among individualakwtheir
influence'upon behavior toward being more accepting of persons
different from self or from the perteived Ideal self.

5. Identify and descibe the major types of program/classroom
climate which operate in their oWn and other real instructional
settings:and describe their influence upon type and.degree
of student motivation.

,

State and describe the major dimensions or variables which
influence.progiam/clissroomolimate and, which are un er the-
direct control .of teachers and Administrators.



Identify; describe, and aPply to their own teaChing,:principle_t,
and techniques Of classroom inStruction designed WenhanCe
student motivation,and achieVeMent ipcluding:-

The proper
teach.

use of the strUcture-of the disc pline they

The uge of concrete. expe iences and enactive representation.

,The planning of the eveilts of instruction to arrange for
conoxtions-whia maximize arning, motivation, retention,

4i

and generalization.

The,use of va ation, novelty, curiosity, discrepant
events, and in ongruity in everyday teaching to gain and-
control student attention and-increase levels of arousal,
motivation andtachievement.,

SUmmarize the entire general ggt of gqidelines which describe
the "npans by which teachers in their 4ay to day teaching may-
act tb produce improved learning, mo vation, and achievement
on the part,of their students.

Use the:entire setgf workshgp mater_als, or selected'portione
thereof, to train colleagues in the same concepts, theories,
principies,%and techniques.

44444



Activ-iry

=

Basic-Concepts of otivition

Motivation is a teim which is widely used by lay persons, salespe
and business managers as well as hy-teachers and psychologists. Often

' ..-

the common use of this tert, important aspects of its meaning which have th e
capability to predict and explain observed differences in the degree:and
quality of human performaace and learning are confused orsignored. The
purpese ot this pa.per is tri set forth some of the basic Concepts rerated ro
motivation which have been used by educational psycholopsts to describe why
Ilearning and instruction are prissible. The purpose of the entire workshop

'--J 1. s to provide participants Fith-practice in the use of'these eoncents toward.
-...._atranging-for more effective learning. .

.

ives ae Ends and as Means

0

Mat tion is a term used in two,general ways in instruction. First,
Aga ofte speak of motivation aa_an end in itself rents, teachers, and
practe ng,professionals In all fields usualtv se orth as an impOrtaal and
Major g al for students thebecoming a highlY mo vated, life long Learner ,

whe will acquire good habits'of persistenee, cu' _sity, desire for*knowledge
and the will to learn., The,second general Way the,concent of motivation is
.1.ised is asla-means of'increasing AehieveMent: From this perspective parents,
teachers,and prok6sionals want student's to become highly stimulated, excited
andatoused by their course.Wandrstudies as a means to increase achieveMent.
If a student-is exeitea and aroused about lybat.he islearningi he will learn
More quickly, more thoroughly and achieve Aigher levels of nnderstanding and
ca.bability lie will alaa seek out and learn other prerequisite concepts and
skills necessary to thet tasks he wishes to, perforM which he may not have
learned edrlfer.

Role of Mot1ation ela_Lea_EILIE

Learning is usually defined as
which is due to experience and not fatigue, t,heeffects of drugs or s'imple
physical maturation. Learning is never obse ved directly. It'is anways in-
ferred. from performance. When a student has been instructed in thd proper
procedure fbr administering external Cardiac massage in caSes of cardiac arrest ,

it earl be inferred the student has qeazned- the procedere and when to use it
only'after his correct performance.has,beerr observed., Motivation is another
essential concept td explain learning, sinee if is postulated as the reason the
student-will attend tb.the task and attempt to learn in'the first'plaee. If

the Student is completely uninterested in or actively.oppod to learning eo
administer external cardiac massage, he will not attend t6 itruct1on and will,
net perform, and therefore;,learning cermet be inferred or _ nart-

/-

a relatively permanent chapge in behavior

,In aiy situation we invoke the construct of motivar as.,.a force w thin
the learner which motivates and direCts his behavior. Motivatien is What causes
the learner to pay attention, to persist, to seek to perform well, 'and.r.o be,
gratified when he.has learned tO perform yell. The perform:nee he ultimately

1 0



exhibita after this attention and striving.is what=is_
',as evidence for degree.and adequacy of Learning. Figure
relatiofilhip.

,A

Me motivation of an individual also determines what will be reinforcing'
r rewerdeng to him. Some veople are very.curious about and interested n

the different kinds of trees that are found in a region. For-these indi iduals-
walking. through,the woods with a botohist who explains the various types of
trees, ot, working with,a taxonomic key to identify =known trees is very rein-
forcing or rewardipg. Because of.ihis the person-who is curi6us about trees
will-learn:to carefully obsere them ana properly.identify them ,quickly:.hn
aceuratelyn his.frequent hikes through the' woods and travels through the\
,country. Other people who may also frequently hike in the woods And travel
the country may never learn to corAttly identify trees; evep,if forTally
instructed in how to do so, simply becauAe such information and Skill is not
reinforcing to them. All learning is-depen-dent upon some motive which makes'
the acquisitionf the new information or skill to be learned personally,meant,
iiigful And rewarding.

Moiives Accountifor Variations in Performance

. There alit large differences in the intelligenc and general scholas it '

aptitude of'college students. There is _also wide variation in tbe academic -

and professional achievement of students. Common sense would suggest that the,. ...
variations in'pereormance from stUdent to student are due to underlying differ-
ences in intelligence and general ability. However, emnirical research con-
sistently shoWs that Jess than 257:of the variat.ion in student achievement and
performance can'be attributed to general intqllectyal ability or intellSgence
(Lavin, .1965, pp. 55-56). This means that 75% of the variation aMong students'
academic and professional performance is due to other factors. A large contri-
butor to this variation is the difference between ind vidual students in heir
degree of persistence, curiousity, e.xcitemeNt and commitment. ffererices of
this sort are usually lumped together and referred to as, the-de e to which a
student is motivated or not motivated toward learning a given su ect matter
or skill area.

The Learnin otives_and Motive Patterns

Whether or not'a student.is a ourious,t-k,e long =learner who always seekA:
to tearn more about his professional,specialtyand the world in general is .
itselfa,.learned pattern. There are many differt motive,patterns which
direct an'---individual's behavior. These -consistent iiatterns'are learned hy
individuals beginnIng in infancy and continuing throughxadulthood.

The conce
interegts, valu'
ship, Social cob
Some basic nee
are innAte.

of motivatlon is closely reilated to other --Coneepts such d'S
and various needs such as 'the need fo i. achieVement, frieUd-

cration, independence, competene, love and materia=1thins,.
such as the need for actixity, Autri9nts and cntact
other needs are learned. A n6rson's ort en La t inii
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a

and striving., in life activities is largely di4 rected by the need:patterns he
Alaa.acquired-or learned.. These.need pattarns giverise to the pervasive mo ves
and-mdtive systemW which direct-apd control behavfor. 'Thus: an 'individual
seeks eutsOme situations and persists in uryins to aehleve difficult goals
idhileat the same time avoiding other situations amd rejecting ather goals.

Ilany 9f the Motive patterns which direet behavior and life activities-
.

Of indiViduals are learned in,chifdhood and determine the basic personality
.

of the individual. Thus.soMe :individuals learn 05 be open minded, to enjoy.
work, likeideaa, the learning of new conceptUaltrelationships, and to be -

indepenclent, eurious, and selfreogf,ident. 'Other persons learn tole wary and
suspicious,,to d1sike work:And intellectual tasks to,be dependerrt and 'con-
forming,ndto feel inadequate and incompetent. , Most of the students You
work with in, aprofessionat,prograM Will'belong in the first catesory. Most
have heen4well nutured and eduLated'sinee the entranCe requirementA to academie
and professional, programs generally require Ipsic competence in these types
nf skilIS. However, there are-still large differences between individual,
students in these personalitvnharacteristies nr motive patterns withfn any

,program dr ebassrbom.

Even though manr-Of these motive:patterns Are largely learned in child-
hood and are beyondiyouP control as a teacher, what you du as ateaener cart
greatly affect furtber growth or'decline of your students' motiVe systems.
The overall clasaroom and program climate you and your colleaguesTestablish. -

and the waysyOu teach your classes and interact With your students can
either'help or hurt them with respect to developing the motive patterns basic
to healthy and productive personalities. The last portion of this-workshop
will deal with ways to enhance the'growth of student motive systems through,
organitation of appropriate program and classr?om climates and classroom
instruction.

Situational_Aspects of Motives

Although many motives are in fact, stable,and pervasive motive:systems
which cause consistent orientations and behaVior patterns in like, there is
considerable situational variability within this overall orientation. Changing
environmental forces can greatly alter the motives whia direct behavior at
any given time. An example is a college'with a group of students,and instruc-
tors in.a medical laboratory techrwalogy program who have been highly committed
ta high standards of academic achievement and professional practice and have
been very well equipped to- teach the most recent content, and use the most modern
and sophisticated equipment. Now suppnse there is a terrible war and the town
Ohere the college ia located is nearly 4estroyed. Many students and faculty members
and members,- of their families are killed. Many more volunteer or are drafted
for military duty. Under this set of changed environmental circumstances,
personal and social priorities change. Other needs much stronger than those

f
which motivate academic excellence have emerged and take over :n directing the
behavior of students and instructora. Even in the continuatim_ of the program
for training medical laboratory technologists, changes would occur relating
to the need for th- quick training of students in basic first aid and-laboratory
procedures and dut4es needed in modern warfare. Admittedly, this .examnle is a
drastic change.' In ever, there are many external forcer hich act-on students

.,

1 3
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-1
'and yittructors which do very much:Affect-priorities and tempararily.hring
to fere:other motive systems which may or may not agree-with those motives:4.
xelated-to successful.academic and profesaional perzformanees. Some of these .
common extetnal-forees fhclude falling in Joy?, ma_rriage, death of a.loved

-,one,.failure in some area of life activity, be np!--&rafted, serious illness
.or acCiAnt,'childhirth, lossof jOh,or econoMic independence,- Joss of esteem,
, achievement ef major accomplishments,,nublic vcognitien snch as being in-,.
4crnded:in Who's Who in America and many-more. All perSons experience ,changes
in'theSe and'related external forces which in turn'teoporarily or.soMetime5
foreVer'6hange the orientation of their thotive systems and behavior. :Often'
the changes are temporary and the person eventnally overcomes the problem
-and resumes his typical'life orientation.

%

Teachers_need to be sensitive to and Aware of these situational.factors
which frequently influence learning and motivation strongly and directly.
At the.lowedt level ate very 5hort term changes in otientation and.persistence
due to hunger, lacic of sufficient motor activity, or,recreation which often
:cause a student or instructor to temporarily fail to attend or be excited about
a lecture or activity. At-the higher levels of operation are major,problems
which incapacitate dh individual emotionally or intellectually.fov days,

.

weeks or months.

Theories of_Motivation

There are manY different theories of motivation. Two of the most use ul
theories which have generated Ouch research and which provide useful interp
tations of the teaching-learning process are the Murray needs .taxonomy and
Maslow needs hierarchy. The next portion of this workshop is devoted to these
theories of motivation and their interpretative aa applicative use in teaching. .

Gage, N. L., & Berliner, 0. C.
McNally, 1975.
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Activity, 2
Task 1

Application -of Neede-Motive 'iheo

Identifying Motives

Wbat are Some of the things you need that moti.vat
Think of things%you do for fun, aspects of your work y
like or-dislike, things you dokcyway.even though you
situations you avoid, acComplis -ents you have worked
etc._ Don't restrict your considerations to only, your
consider many aspects of your:life including your appe,
ships, social life, family, place of residence, recree
and_major life choices. What is it which makes you e_
you'do in each of these area of life activity?

Make a list of sohe of the prominent activities i
and other less frequent but makfortactivities which a

now demand yourattention, tiMp, and energy.- After
a:variety of activfties, try to determine the,reason
activity (e.g, the need(s) it fulfills for you).

Work the other way if you wish, li
activities yoU- undertake to try to meet
individually in compiling your listing.

ting your need
those-needs.
(3 minutes)

10-

your own behavior?
u especially
slike them,
-ry hard to achieve,
Ork. Rather
ance, friend-
ional activities,
_ibit the behavior

your daily life
ome previous-time
you have listed
nengage'in that

irst and then the
ork quickly and

Important Activrty Need(s) w
cause On
-activity

ich direct and
ivate) the



Activity 2
-Task 2

Categ9rii1ng Motives

,

NoW that you have ihdividuallyideptified some of the needs that
direct important aspects of your own behavior, share whatever portion of
your list yoU wish to with the'other Members of.your group.- After every-
one-in your group has contributed, complete the following tasks. (10
minutes)

1. Are theIr common -eeds across all the individuals in
your group? If so, what are some of these?

Try to arrange- the needs you have collectively identified,
into a group of categories,. e.g., physical needs, social
needs, etc. Have one personjot.down the categoriesyou
collectively'compile.

After'you have categorized the needs you Identified, answer
and discuss the following questions.

a. Have any,of the categories or needs influenced your .

academic and professional or other r*jOr,life-choices
in the'past? (e.g., Whether or not to marry,. who to
marry, where to live, what kind Of car to buy,' whether
or not to buy a motorcycle, join aft organized religion
How? Give specific examples.

11

b. Did any of these needs ever detexmine how muc4yoU.
enjoyed or disliked a particular aspect of your own
professional training and your current professional'
work? How? Again give specific examples.

To' whal extent are some of the needs listed by the
individuals in your group different from one- another:
If you have trouble with:this one, try asking eAch
person.to indicate sOme common specific thing about
themselves such as, what kind of car they drive.or
their favorite way tb spend a 'Sunday afternoon. Try
to identify Why one person-needs one type of automobile
and another a dferént type or why. different types
of,relaKation and recreation are needed.



,
Activity
Task 3,,

Theories of Individual Differences in

Motives and Tfie Implications

12.

There are." number of different theories by. wh-ih to categorize human
needs as the Motives-for behaVior. -One of these is M ray's (1932): list
of pSychogenie or non-physiologic needs shown in Figu_e 2. In the Murray
system individuals, are characterized as generally having all twenty-eight-
categories of needs to some degree. However, individuals differ greatly
in tefts of Alich needaare most prqssing and responsible fpr their
behavior and ehoices.0 For example, Many Studies have shown while all persong
have needs' for both achievement and affiliation. The relative 40minance of
these needs varies greatly from per.son io person. Somb persons have much'
stronger affiliation needs thanachievement needs. These people value
friendShip, cooperation; and social Ativity much more than individual
striving to accomplish difficult tasks'of a prOfessional or academic nature.
Other people are j4st the reverse. They have a\great need to achieve and
excell in their professional or academic field nd care much le-ss about
-friendship, secializingwith other people or bel aging to a group.

Another categorizatidn of-needs-is the 4a-1 (1954, Gage & Serliner,
1975) hiel'arehy, shown in Figure 3. The Maslow 1 erarchy includes both
basic physiologic and psychological needs. The iic ds fall into a hierarchy.
The hi her needs are capable of motivating and dirTeting behavior only
after the lower needs have, been met oe a regular ba is. If there is 4-con-
flict between a lower need and a higher need, the 1 er need predominates
and directs the individual's action. The most'hasic needs Are physiologic
and include the need for water, food, air, sex, end plysikal activity.
These, as all other ne'eds in the hierarchy, can neve-ebe met permanently--
only temporarily. However, ar!St level of needs can hec-me non-problematic
for an individual. If the needs at that level are met on a regular basis,
the individual is freed from worrying aboUt them and be avior is motivated
toward meeting thefleeds at,the next higher level which are net routinely
assured.

As an example, consider,an adult-who was never nu_ ed very well
in an emotional way as-a child Seppose this person's pa_ents never
loved him and that he never felt that he belonged to Si,fat ly or other
group. 14 such a case, the individual's needs for leVe an .belongingness
remain problematic. MaslOw's theory predicts that until this t4rson's
love and belongingness needs are met on a regularybasis, most of his behavior
will be directed toward_getting other people to accept and love him, to
belong to someone or !some small group. Only after this need level is 4o
lpnger probTematic for the individual' will his behavior be directed toWard

1 7



-NOTIVE SYSTEM'

!leads Related to Academic

and1Profesaional Performance'
_ Reeds Reiated to

,InterTersonal Pelationshi

Needs that Att,ct Mork IiO
k

Orderliness: The need to arrange,

organize, and put thinD away, To

be tidy and clean, To bt precise

. Construction: A need ,to organize

and ,build,

CodsrVation; The need to col-

lect, repair, clean, aod preserve

0150. .To Prot.* things against

damage.

'The need to obtain

possesAons ahd Noperty, To

. work for money or goodS.

Ratentien; ,The need to retain'po.-

Session of things. .To hoard. To be

regal and miserly.

ni-ancet The need to explore.

To read.and seek knowledge, To

10 curious, Tu ask questions.

P av; The need to relax, enjoy'

Oneself, seek diverSion and en-

'tertafnment. To laugh end joke.

BXPOSition: The'need to give in-

, formation., To relate facts.
To fix-.

plain and demonstrate.

Adapted from Hum

that Affect Level

or Performance Needs .that

Pea* Toge

ip...erilLalar; The need for exce

leance, Ambition. Made up oi

acniuyemant,aud recognition

nceds,-.

Achiovement: The need to over-
,

ceme obstacles, to do difficult

tas as ve1.1 and as tfuickly as

possible.

llecolnitfon:, The need to obtain

Oral:90:W commondflon, - TO

seek distinction and honors.

lailure Avoidtinct; The need to,

7,771777-Tamg, humitatitin,
and ridicule.

Counteraction: The need to over-

come defeat, le defend one's honof

in'Action.

Exhibition: Thneed to attract

, attention to oneself. To exeitei

imus0, or shock others.

vjolV The need to preserve
.

one's good name. To keep im-

me from criticism. To pteveht

loss of aclf-respeet,

Abaserenc: The need to sur-i'-----
render, To comply and accept

punishment. Tordaprecate self:

1938 and Gage and Berliner 1'975

/ Dominance; The need to io7

/ fluence or control others, To
' lead, direct, and organize

others,

ILLLI: The netd to exclude,

snub, or ignor ther, To

remain aloof,

Defensiveness: The need to

defend oneself again t Matto

or belittlement. 6 offer

excuses to justify one's'

actions,

Litai2at The need to

assault or Injure. To belittle,

harm, blame, punish, or ridicule

'anotner,
'

Ltolv The need: to,resit. In-
' fluenee or 6fircion, To strive

for independence and freedom.

Controrincsst The need to act

differently from others. To be

oniqua and unconyentibeal.

Affiliation: need to

,form fri.endshiv and '

assoCiations, T- to-
operato To: join groups.

Deference: The n ed to

admire and follow thers.

. To cooperate aad Se-ve

gladly,

Nuroranqe: 'The ute LO

notirish, aid, otll procct

Another,

Succorande: The need

seek aid, protection,

sympathy'. To depend

on help.

BlaMe Avoidahce; The ne

to:avoid blame :by obeying

and irdlibitkng any asocial

or unconventional impultes.

Similance: The need to

agree and believe. Tm

identify with others. To

emulate or imitate,
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Aesthetic and Creative Needs

Intellecival and

AchleveMent Needs

Social and Affiliation' Needs r

20

Thy ical\and Structure or

ganizational Needs

daOted,frem Maslow (T954 ), and

FIGURE j

IASLOU JED HIUARCHY

Self Actualization: Being and becomin§ a 'complete,

whole healthy person with great satisfaction, zest

and Joy in 'one's lifei ,

A,esthetic'Needo: The need to seek and create, pro-

duce order, harmony, balance and beauty in one's

, Work, life, existence and activities.'

queNeed forlinderstanding' The st 'to structure'.. , _ _ _ _

oxperience, and knowledge into broad and integrated

systems of theories, values and generalizations whic

give meaning to existence.

Need for Krual-Al: Having ,ecess'to information,

beinrcoMpetent; Wanang to know things;'being'

,curinus about the world and4the mening and use

of ,syrrihnls and content of organized knowledgei
4 .

.Estee41 Needs: Being rcogn.Izedby others as being

uniqtie, competent., and worthwhile in same ways.

Being'esteemed by others,

t
FeKing ono is accOted

unonditionally by someone else. Feeling one is

lavalust forheing oneself and that one,belongs

to soMe,igroup of importantothers,

_

Safe,ty ahd Securit Needs: Assurance that, the. world

is regular and predictable; that' the life or welfare

of self and friends is assured; that death, destruc-

tion or harm (physical, social, emotional, economic)

is,not imminent.,

PliysiologOleeds: A concern for the bas4c elements

of existence, air, water, food, moveMent, sex, lack

of pain.
4

h

& Berliner (1975) pi 286:

:The ulOnate and ideal

,state of a fully functioning

human b.eing

Growth oriented movites 'that

are intrinsic in origin. These

needs aaltntle and contin-

uing and grow stronger when

fulfilled. Primary Orientation

toward these heeds characterize

the growth oriented person

Silf,ety oriented motive6 that

are extrinsically controlledi

BOefinition these needs

,co,ntrolled by others,.

Mien'denied or not adequately

met,theseleeds beome strong',

recurring and more compelling'.

Primary orientation toWard

these nfteds characterize the

salety oriented person.
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striving fôr" higher level: This relationship holds het een each pair of
nigher and lower needs in thee hierarchy.

4 .r"

There are two najor divisions in the Maslow hierardhy. The first
cluster of needs are the deficiency, or maintenanCe motives which include
the first four levels. By definftion the meeting of these needs is
contingent upon their being granted by other persons. These needs are
extrinsically tentrOiled. The second major catagorY'are the being and
growth needs which fnclude the top three leVels. Tflese needs are
intrinsically centrolled. 'Satisfaction at each level domes from within
the individual. Other persons cannot graht theseneeds.

NaSlow and oany o r thebrists and'researchers have found individdals
lend to be glObally orignted toward functioning either AL an intrinsic or

1
extrinsic level of Motivation. -Maslow,described,thls difference as a
person's tendency toward being safety or .growth,oriente7d.. Rotter (1966)
describes,the differenee as pesons with either an internal or external
locus of control. Manx other psychoiogistS (Gage & Berliner, 1975, pp.
294=300) have described-thiS difference in terms of a balance between
motives to succeed (Ms) and motives to.avoid failure (Maf). Safety
oriented persons tend to be externally controlled and Maf-7,, Ms. Growth
oriented persons tend to be internally controlled and Ms = Maf. Still another
Fpneeptualization of this basic difference between individual orientationa'
toward intrinsically verdus extrinsically motivated behavior is deCharms

, (1968) potion of an individual's view of hipself as an origin or a pawn.
When a person experiences,himself aS the cauSe'of his own'behavIor,
choice;and aetion heTis ah origin. However, when a person believes

,

his actions, choices, and behavior Are necessary responses demanded By
other persons:and forces, he sees himself as a pawn.

All of these theories have direct implications . for teaching,'lear:
And the'supervisidn and execution of professional duties. Persons with
orientation toward growthfieeds tend to be healthier and more productive
than safety,oriented Rersons. In Bruner's (1966) terminology growth
oriented people are eqiiipped'withthe emotional and intellective skills which
allow them to cope with their Work and life in a very effective and enjoy
able manner. Such persons thrive on their work and academic tasks and
derivegreat pleasure in learning more and becdming- more competent.
However, 4e orientatioh of the safeAy oriented person

. is quite different.
,The mainattempt is to defend whatever status or security one has acquired.
The defender is anxioug, uneasy, suspicious, .and.primarily concerned with

.preserving and maintaining present status. The-problematic and complex
nature of the professional world can be much more effectively dealt with
by persons with a coping rather than a defendlng orientation. The leatning
of the'academic content and clinical skills basic thone's field is much
mote complete and generalizable,to future growth And professionalism for
Tersons with a coping,orientation. Persons with a defending orientation
are much more likely-to learn the academic and clinical content and skills
of their field in a narrow or literal flense The act-IV-ides whidh follow
should help you see how these theories apply to explain major differences
in student motives you have uiiclnubt tsily observed.
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Activity 2
Task 4

Application of Needs-Motive TVeo y t Explain

Individnal Diffarences in.Behdviror

The purpose of this task is to help you.apPly ehe.-theories you
have just encountered to explain situations. and behavior you have obse v-
You will have about thirty minutes to complete this.. (ask, fifteen for
Questions-task and fif(een for the Problems taskf:- To prevent bogging
down note the time suggested for eAch component.Tty to move Complet
through the activity in the time allowed.

uestions

17

1. Ia the previous portions of this activi y, you listed some of the
needs which motivate your behavior and then categorized them.
Quickly examine Figure 2 and Figure 3. Are the needs you identified
and categorized represented'in the Murray'list and Maslow hierarchy?
(2 minuteS)

2. Each person in your group .should _ow recall students you have taught
or supervised in your specialty in the past. Identify a student you
have known who was Qutstanding in both academic performance and profes-
sional ptactice. AJsing:Murray's list check off-the motives the,student
consistently displayed. Repeat the procedure for the worst student
you can recall, this time using an X rather than a 1,/. Do this quickly
and individually. (2 minutes ) ,-'Discuss these qnestions in your group.
(10 to 12 Minutes)

What profile of needs do ye4 see an the appropriate motives 'for
studeats ehtering your field? Why?

b., Ar,e th&re differences between the needs which motivate excellent
ClassrooM academic performance and those which lead to excellent
clinical performance in your field? Explain.

c. Does effectiVe professional practice in different clinical fields
require different patterns of needs-motives? What are the
similarity and differenCes between the needs profiles for a

laboratory technician, a counneli'Ag psychologist, a clinical
_

nutritionists and a physical theraPist?

Think back again to the' outstanding and poor students you identified.



Prbbleins

Watcht role playing episodes and-listen tojhe account,s relate
by the work hop leaders. After these have been_completed,attempt-to
interpret o e or V40 situations in terms of the needs and motives theory
you have.le ned. If you prefer, concentrate on one situation. Your
group will e asked to briefly explain one situation in terms of appropriate
theory. Y u will have 10 minutes to make the interpretation and 2 minutes
to present it-to .the entire group.

Is th _aslow conception of safety'versus growth,o
usefu in explaining the differenCs4betwe n the t

,18



Activi yt7`,

Task 4 r

Exhibit A

Attention Workshop 'Leader

-Ples . for the,-.Problem St1on

of Activity 2 TaSk 4

. Thl.exatples given below are intended as realistic situations which
l_llustrate how theories 9f neepts and motives can be used interpretatively
to explain individual differences and describe differential effectiveness
of instruceional procedures.

When carrying out Activity 2, Task 4, t,he workshop leader should
use these or other examples and either describe:mr role play them using
members of the training group. Role playing is Often a more dramatic
and motivating way to,present such examples.

The workshop leader should encourage a wide range of interpretations
bp'the. training group within'the theory and not require that the group
interpretations be otandard. Tor convenience, a brief interpretation 9,.f
each situati9n is made. These,should not be described or given to the
students until,after they have completed the task of interpreting one
:or more of the situations

Example Situations,

Example _I: Role Play si u tion simple props such as cha2 s
booths.

Narrator: Scene: Individualized learning laboratorVor study center
in a dehtal school where all dental hygienists complete
their academic course Work. The lab is set up with
individual,booths just large eaough,for'one person.-
The booth contains a tape recorder with one %et of
ear phones hooked to, ai.carousal slide project. The
course content iS 'Oral,pathology. There are 4 empty
booths when two students enter. One students Gwen,
has just begun working en lesson 5 in the course

Enter Nan and George

:Nan: Hi, Gwen.

Gwen: (Looking up ) Hi, Nan!

.,,eorge: What lesson you doing?

Gwen: Number 5.

George!

Nan:. Hey! That's the lsson w'e enm.___ to work oil to.



'Good tetts work together l Come on, there'a room. Just squeeze
in.

..With that Nan,And George get two chairs and all-three students crowd into
the save boo.th,- their heads close together sharing theone pair of ear-
phories0-viewing the same'amall screen and evdry now and then stopping the
program and engeging-in a lively conversation about* what they have just
Seen.

Example 2: Role playor describe the situation.

Narrator

-

Physician:

P.T.:

A hospital roommith a.burn patient, a.physicien.and'
:a physicaltherapistspreirnt.- The Physical therapist
is a recent graduate of a gooq P.T. prOgramend has
Completed all the-appropriate academic and álinical
training'coursewsuccessfully.

Better work on that left arm and leg.

Okay.

Physician: hey, he looks kind of messy: Didn't you complete the
debrisment I ordered yesterday?

Physician:.

Narrator:

Physician:

P.T.:

Physician.:

P;T.:

ITm not sure how t- do

Well, my God manI Its got to be doneI-
he present.' Match me and then you try

The physician shows the
the debrisment and then
When they have finishdd

Didn't you eve
in training?

'Sure,- Everyone has to.

physical therapist how to execute-
watches him-carry out the procedure.
the conversation continues. '

4 -
-d when you wererk on the 13

How-come you never learnbd this bdsic procedu

-1 dunno. GueSs I never had to

LEame12_211 Describe the situation or role play it.

' A physician has called for a u
hospital laboratory superVisOr sends a recent
graduate to' the lloor to collect the saMpIe
student that the sample muet be a.'"midstream
the room the technieian finds the patient to

ine culture on a patient. The

27

laboratorT technologist
The.supervisor reminds the

clean catch." Upon entering
be an attractive and imposing



middle aged woman. The 'technic an, obviously flustered, gives an inac-
curate and incomplete account of how the urine must be collected. The
patient says,with great indignation, "Well, you don't think yeu are going

. to help se obtain Ehe sample do you:" The technician looks away'and
says, "Oh, no: Just go into the bathroom and get me a sample the way I
told you'to!" The patient does so without proper instruction or supervisio

_ExAnRIA 4: Des.cribe,or role play as a discussion among department faculty
-and administrators.

__-nyof the coUrses in the academic area pf clinical programs for
dental'hygienista'and other health professionals have been designed as
programmed inatruction. The completed programs are placed- in central
"learning centers." where students may' come at any time to use' the programs.
ThiPutype of instructional teehnology has.been Widely used in other AreaS,
as well'.includini business administration, secretarial, and bookkeeping
courses: Often Whe&.a course or a.geries of courses are presented this
way, many . students complain. They often feel the courses dehumanize them.
How can such feelings be explained in terms of the Murray needs list?' Can
a real live Instructor and cladsroom better meet the range Of student
needs than A well developed 'standard programmed'instructionrcohrse? Can the
well_designed programmed'instruction course meet some students'' needs better
than a regular clasg? What combinations of each are desirable and optimut?

_le play or explain- the situdtion.

Nat ator: Scene: A-physical therapy rkT111 An a' hospital with a -
-1

instructor and about'9 P.T. stu4enta. -The instudtion
is in the teaching of hemitilegia patients te-pge a toilet.-
for urination and defecation ijithout assistance.' Initially
much assigtance-is needed by the therapist. There are
6 patient's present who nee& to,.be,taught to care for
their-toilet needs. .

Instructor:, Ok. l' will help.our first patient, Mr. Divans. You
* watch and one of'you help met

Frank:

NarratOr:,

I'll help:'

The instructor and Frank assist Mr Evans in getting
to and pitting on the-toilet. The instructor gives
some mOre advice, answers 4 few questions And asks, fox
another twe students to assist another patient. Bea
and Jack immediately volunteer, and assist the next
patient.

Instructor: Ok. I want ail of you students to help at least two
of these patients.



Doris:

ato

,

The Lmetructer is called out. atudeats take
turns helping and Instructing the patients. 'Doris
turna to another student,,Harold nd makes an excuse
to leave.

Aley, Harald, Vve got to-Make a 11. Be right back.

22

Doris,extts and returns only when the instructor, who
has returned, is wrapping up.the Csslon . In snbseqUent
training sessions, Doris always mnages to avoid this
actiVity. She graduateawIthout ver having assisted
or instructed- a hemiplegia patien in totlet act ity.

Brief Interpretations of Each Ex_

InterpretationExample 1.: Three _in a booth.

The croWding'of a number of studentt into a
frequently been observed. In programs,where studan
academic work,throngh automated instruCtion,, the a
students may not be adequately met. Working togethel
4 srudents not only satisfies these needs but can al-

,The dialogue and interaction among atudents about th content can make
learning more meaningful and generalizable. Some le_rning centers using,automated instruction now build bOoths,large A ctr_5,
stUdents-And-equili audiorecorders with multiple ar-hones_

gle booth has
do much of their

liation,needs of
in,a group of 2 to

o aid adhievement.

Interpretation- -Example
\

,Some,students'are more safety ariented and less
rhan others. _Some are,more motivated-to avoid- failu
suceed. Some tend to defend a little more than Cope.
ularly true when a procedure is: dangerous, unpleasant
patient or where risks are high for some other reason
a more safety oriented person will hang,back, letting
the 'risks, in short "playing it safe." The student':
good indication of his,prevailing orientation,- When
learned the procedure, he says, "I dunno. .Guets I ne
consiatent behavior of this type form a student mpli
with an external locus of control.

InterpretationExample 3: Midstream clean catch

The interpretation made for example 2 above app les here-as well.
also shows, as does example 2, that the safety nees of a student or

a professional can.be strong enough to prevent ration,1 behavior. The
consequences of failure to collect a sterile urine saple coUld be an

growth oriented
than motivated to
This maY be partic-
or painful to a
In such situations

omeone else take
inal comment4s'a

sked why he never
et:had to!",
s,a safety orientation:
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.inaccurate labaratory report and pasaibly improper diagnosis and'treatmefit.
'The Aged af the technician,to avoid an'ethbarrasoing situatiOn (a form of
safety need, p9ssibly a lack of dotinance needs and aseertatiVeness) led
io neglect, pUduty. The technician should have- been 'trained to deal witk
situations of this type or to call for assistance-if he-Could not.,

pretation - -Example 4: Dehumanization

kighly automated instructional programs tend to isolate:students
froir academie end social.dialogue with peers arid teachers. Some students
with low affiliative neede and high achievement ndeds are,not bothered
hy phis.. Other stUdents with high effi4ation needs are frustrated in
such situations. A combination of highly accurate and efficient automated:
instruction courses coupled with small group seminars instructrs
and:students is probably_the best.way to meet both sets-of-needs. Moot .

students.have reasonable degrees of both types-of needs and Can pr9fit from'botk modes. Automated instruction or self-instructional programs designed
-for use with small groups is another option which is effeetive, ideally-
several options ought tobe available and students endouraged,to find a
blend of modes of dnstruction'which best fits their-individual needs.

Interpretation-Example 5: 'Toilet training for hemiplegia patients

The interpretation'for this situation is very simila to those. for

___the_debriament_andeleau_catCh-examples..Some-students-have-an7abilityto blend into the background. These students-may go.through all their
academic programs and clinical training and nevgr practice and perform
vital skills and procedures. IE is practically a certainty that in training
any student will not learn and practice some'skills and procedures he or
she will later_need. 'However, some students who may be too strongly

.

safety ariented manage to etherge With many'gaps'in their capabilities.
Sonatinas these-gaps are the'technical skills and information-themselves.
Oftentimes they are more likely the human relation skillsi judgment,
assertativeness warmth, etc.1 skills' needed in patient management.
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kr,

, Activity 2
Task 5

Recognizing and Dealing ith Ind±vidual .

Needs arsi-Motivee

'Because they have freely chosen to-enter your field and academically
prepared to entericollege ahd professional training,-mOst of the Students

1 you encounter,are talented and healthy peoplein terms of their basic
persOnality'and academic skills. Most Of them are high in achievement
needs and interested:in helping other people. Seme,of them are less-sare
of themselves and some Are overbearing. Some are neat and.orderly and

motivate behavior, no tw f your students are alike.at
=some sloppy and diserg -_zed. Some ard too cautious and afraid, others
too impulsive 'and indepeAent., Within the wide array of needs which

4 There is also a wide range of variation-in need profiles which existe
_across persons in your field who are effective piofessionals. To the.
degree thatA.t is possible, instructors sheuld recognize these differences
among students and, accept them. To-the degree that indiViduaLstudents have
strong and persistent needs that intertdr witff their effective perforMance,
they should.be identified, helped to overcome their problem or screened Out
,of professional practice where their needs will-interfer with their practice..

.t

Identifying and dealing with these individual differences in students
a complex task With which many researchers are concerned (Carkhuff &

1966; Carkhuff, 1969a,- 1969b; Aspy, 1969; AGazdA 1971; Carkhuff, 1972;
Lacefield, 1975). It is not possible to detail the- techaiques and

proce_ures available for this task in this,eket of materialsj However,
it is. _sible to.quickly eet forth a fewelementary guidelines which
should _ lp you begin te recOgnize and deal with the indkvidual needs
which m vete studeat behavior.

Guidelines

1. Get to icr

them what
patient care
make value eh
study alone or
adults in P.T.
ordered ta carry

your. students. Call theM- by name. Talk with. them. Ask
eir'opinions are on matters and practices related to
and professional activities iwyour field. Ask them to
ices.and explain their choice (e..g., Is,it better to
in,a -group? Would you rather work,with children'ot

Should a patient be treated against his will? .if
cut a medical pYtzcedure by a superior en a patient

1You are invited to efer to the references list d, _- you desi more
information.
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who refuses-treatment, would you perform the treatment? Why or.why:
not?) Don't always-impose your views on Your students. Listen ta
what they have to say and question their choices and commitments, not
sarcastically and in a threatening way, but in a sincere; gentle,,and
persistent way. Help them to.clarify apd learn their own values;
hangups, fears, and competency limits. Encourage'dialogue AMong'Your
studentsin the saWe manner and for the 'same purpose-. Reveal:your
awn hangups, unresolved' values, choices, and strengths when 'p'ropriate.

25

WTreat your students as individuals. Don't expect them all alike
of to be like you. Don't refer to them or think of them as a groOp or
as "them." Think of them as George, Ann, Burt, Alice, etc. ConCen
yourself with those aspects of their behavior which relate'to perfqrMlz
ance. If George is in training as a lah technician and he wears the
same pair af field pants,for 6 weeks with tabacco and pipes kept
loose in one large flap'pocket, why worry about it? If you find his
grooming habits personally distasteful, tell him so for he will know%
it anyway. Say, "I am'sorry George, but the way you dress really
turns me off." However, unless his grooming habits interfere
with his clinical performance; respect his right to dress and groom
himself as he wishes and don't make an issue out of it or.let it
interfere with your judgment of his performance.

If you have four ways'to teach removal of plaque from teeth (a film;
a learning program,4 demonstration4 and a manipulative model) let
students selocL which ever mode theY want to use and encourage them
to use several. Not everyone has to do the same'things at the same,
time. If, fou, 1;uderits want to sit in the same booth built for one
person for an automated instruction program, jet them do so even if
a four student booth is available.

Remember that behavior is very variable and often situational. Needs
change. In a class discussion of the Tbysiology of the kidney,
Jerry may be an artidulate and impressive contributor. In the x-
raying of a victim of a Motorcycle accident he may be frightened,
inarticulate, and incompetent even though he has carried out the
procedure many times before with.other students as patients or with
less taumatized real patients. Remember that Carol, who is always
meek, polite, Overly deferent, and submissive in your presence because
you are the instructor,can hecome insensitive, nasty, and psychologically
destructive with a patient whom is incapable of fighting back and
whom she dislikes. Remember that if you want to see how Carol or Pete
or Sylvia relaee to patients you must look at their record of
performance, talk with patients they have worked with, and frequently
observe the actions and choices they make In real and hypothetic
situations.

4. Encourage students to identify problems andtasks they do not cope-
well with and to find Ways to do so either by asking for assistance
from others or by choice of area of assignment within their-field as
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a graduated profe sional. ot everyone dental hygienist or physical
fherapist, has to work with chilAren.
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5. Keep goodand complete records on your students perfdrMance. MearlY
specify the tasks, skills, and procedures which) must be learned.'
Insure that every student is instructed in and performs each of theae.
-Without sone sort of checklist forpeach sOdent it is impossible to'
determine what procedures_the student has actually practiced or not
practiced. If you are not already using such a dyatem or an indiVidual
performance record for each student, take a look at the ;cub scout
individual record in the appendix. Admittedly, the cub recOrd deals
with few and often more global 4ccomplishMents, but it is an'easy way
to chart and.record indiVidual stUdent growth and accomplishment.
You,an easily prepare a similar record suitable to the skills or )

proCedures you teach in your clinical 514 4cademie colurses. Simple
final.examinations on academic'content are not adequate. raeally,
examinations should,be ongoing and part of instruction. 47

If yon follow these guidelines, your instruction will not only be more
effective but your students more motivated. It feels good to have
your needs recognized and respected. Learning cannot occur without
motiVation.- Motivation springs from individual needs.

.
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Plann vInstruction to,Maximiee Motivation

There are great Variations in the directions and strength of
inAividuaI'needs which cause a wide range of differences in student motivation.
Same of these\differences'between students are related to stable personality
patterns. _However, the teacher still has the capability to foster, high
lev418,61 student motivation or to "turn -tudents off."

/

wis the purpose'of this portion of the workshop to describe
,

,conditions and techniques which the teecher controls and which can b
used to increase.'student motivation in academic and clinical courses
'This section of the workshop is divided into three portions..A:pe fir
portion concdrns the overall program and, classroom climate lareh the
teacher establishes and which influences student mOtivation-and achieve-
ment. -The second portionconcerns the design of given indimidual units
of Instrnetion, such as lecturelesson, or other port instructional compo-
nent. The thirdsection consists of some general tips related to-teaching
whiCh canhelp faster high levels of student motivation and'achievement.

4



Activity 3.
Thsk'l

Program/Classroom Climate

Read the descriptions of the three'programs br clasaroom which
follaW. Then discusa the'questionsrwhich ate found at the end of the
descriptions.

28

Description 1

A professor of`clinical nutrition in a university college of allied
health regularly teaches several courses in nutrition including both intro-
ductory and upper level courses.. This professor is a well known authority .

in the field, having written several books on the topic of nutrition and
food service within health care in-stitutional settings. She is the_chair-

.

person of her department, a major determiner of the policies of the clinical
nutrition program and also is responkbile for hiring, evaluating, and promoting
or firing faculty in her department. In operating both her classes and
the business of the department, she usually proceeds by stating many specific
rules and procedures which she insists be followed. For example, she insists
that copies of all lecture notes and exams of new professors be turned into
her office two weeks before they are to be presented in class in order that
she may review them. She also personally ?elects or formally approves the
textbooks to be used in eyery course in her department. She also insists
that faculty members be in their.offices or classroom from 8:00 to 5:00 and
that they sign out and in when they are out of the office supervising students
or attending meetings. Faculty members who do.nct comply are punished
with poor evaluations and non-promotion. Over a period of five years this
woman has compiled.aTstaff of faculty, who generally-comply with her commands
and wishes, and who rate her as a good departmental administrator.

In her dealing with 'students, the professor-rules with 'an iron hand.
She personally advises all_ students,in her department and determines their
course of study including the choice of'electives: In her classes and
conferences with-students she is very formal and impartial._ She tolerates
np discussion among students in-her classroom or any other form 01 interaction
She views any type of:student_ cooperation in a course as a form of-"cheating."
She will not tolerate any variety of student dissent Students who -question
any of ther rules or procedures or' who are late to class are dealt with
severely. She has a reputation for failing students who argue with.her or
who do not dress in compliance with her rules (no jeans, sweatshitts, or
sneakers, no beards on males). Sometimes She punishes a student with whom
she is diSpleased by making them take eXtremely difficult electives in
mathematics,-physics, or chemistry. .She alSO- demands very high levels of

.

achievement from students and is verY"proud of the high_scoies earned by her
studentson the state licensing examination. Many of the students who enter
the-program although excellently qualified to complete the course of study,
drol) out-before graduation.



Students who dp cOmply, work hard
professor makes'diligent attempts
field experiences and "good"joba
vening on their behalf.

Description 2
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And achieve well are rewaFded. The
to placethese_students in-the "best"
after graduation,.often personally-inter

A program in Community nutrition requires students to complete a
specific setof basic courses, in biology, chemistry, physiology, sociology,
psychologY, etc. prior to:admission' in the junior or senior year. Once_
admitted to the program student& cotplete an additional 60 Semester hours
over,a two year periocitoward a B.S, degree. Within the program there are:
reqUirementsfor graduation which simcifiy the -completion of certain
advanced eoprses and.the completion of actual pre-graduation experience in
the field agencies undet professional superyision. The chairman,and most of
-the faculty in the department feel strongly that the practice of comMunity
nntrition is primarily based upon effective human relatiofts and counseling
skilla, *Great emphasis is placed upon foatering Understanding, openness:,
and friendship_among students and faculty. ,Students and professors eall
each other b5efirst Jlames'and freely socialize. Students select an advisor
tO asaietthemdin planning their program. Switching of advisors and
programs by students is commbn, as is the dropping of parti'cular courses
by students and the substituting:of new courses after the- fipft few class
meetings each semester. In most courses students reteive "A1.1". as grades'
even though examinations are not given, and some students obviously do
marginal_work.

the on-thejob training component, students are responsible for
making the initial contact and finding an agency and person who will supervise
them in the field experience component of their program. No formal eValuaticur
of the student's work in the field is made And no one in the-department is
responsible for assisting; assigning, or keeping records of,the student's
overall program of study,or.the field work component. No list of-approved
field agencies is available. ',No list of required teaks or competencies for
Stndents to achieve in the program or the field eXperiences is provided..
Students complete field experiences in settings as diverse as teaching YMCA
evening classes on nutrieion to helping with the planning of'a, lunch program
in'a rural school :Often tiMes,students work with little or no supervision.

,Upon approaching graduation many tudents'are fodnd to be-lacking one
or ewo courses required for graduation. Appeals for eXceptions to the
requirements directed to the College dean and graduation committee are
common. Somptithes these appeals are granted but they Are also sometimes
denied. When such' appeals are denied there are often bitter accusations
between students and their advisors or among, faculty,students and the dean.
Many students who do,-complete the requirements and graduate do not take
,the state licensing exam. Some students who do apply for and take the exam-
pass it and do well. Many others fail the exam or perform poorly. Students
who graduate from the program often obtain jobs only marginally related or
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hot related to community nutrition. A few students
outstanding and.successful professionals.

Description 3

-A clinical nutrition prograMin a t011ege'of allied health at a large
'nniveraity reqUires a dio year: prepatory program which involves,completing
a series of foundation cours'es in'general studies and science courses such
as chemistry, biology, anatomy, phydiology, etc. After admission to the
program students can work tOward both a B.S. and an M.A. degree by completing
,an:additional 30 to, 36 hours beyond the A.S. The, required courses for the
bachelor degree program.are well desgined and sequenced-. They are taught
in A variety of waya inclUdingTan auto-instructional learning laboratory
where'students may, go at any time, day or night, to hear lectures and
study learning materials and Programa which have been prepared for'individua
use. Students are free to determine when and how often they wili study.
They are also free to attend more traditional classes in the same subjects
taught by a replier professor. or use-4both options at the same time. Anytime
studentswish, they may assess their knowledge of course content by taking
a test'in the test center. Tests may be repeated in different forms up to
four times on any given topic. Instructors and studeritti regularly use the
tests-to diaguese areas in which additional instructionAa needed.

Groups Of from 6 toj2 seudents Are assigned to a given instructor who
serves as an advisor', meets regularly'With the students In small, seminars to
discuss academic course content, and assists In the Supervision Of the
clincial work of the students.. Social contact between instructors and students
is frequent, warth, and friendly but almost always restricted to topics and
-functions relating to 'courses and,professional patters. Students are
enteuraged to help one another in their academic and cliniCal, work. Student
accomplishment and achievement is rewarded by promotion to the next unit
of stUdy and the next course. Student.failure is diagnosed through testing
and.observation of performance. The cause of failure is remediated whenever
possible by assigned individual study and small group seminars'. Sometimes
students who lackiMpetence in basic academic or professional skills are
counseled out of or dropped from the program when.remediation does mit work
or when,lt is imPossible.

Generally the program and the ceurses within it are highly atru tured
butIthere are many optitins for specialization, eapecially in'thek.S. program.
Students are'able to plan aprogtam with an advisor directed toward pediatrics.,
community nutrition,cardiac and vascular diseaae, eta.

No stUdent can complete either the bachelor or masters program without
successful completion Of all required and elected courses and mastery of
the competencies atated as objectives for the supervised clincial, experience
component of the program. A wide range of clinical settings is available to'
students who make Application through their advisor for the types of settings
which relate to their program. Clincial field experiences are supervised by
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qualified:professionals 4nd the.student's performance evaluated on a' Ast of
major competencies whichh.re set forth as goals for each type of clinical
rxperience,

Graduates of the' program routinely apOly for.and pass the state
licensing exais. ,Those who do hot ate'allowed to register for and repeat
portions of the coUrse work in.which Lhey may have beer(defitient befete
rePeating the licensing examinatiOn.

Questions

1. If you were a:student in a nutrition pr gram which of .the-three prograMs
described would yeu refer? Ainvabout if you were a faculty member in
the program?--

Each hf the three pros hms described are q e different. Do the people
(prOfessors) operating the ptograms have different needs which are
exOessedin the way they manage and operate their classes and programs?
Recall the Murray and Maslow neede.theories.

3. wAsh ptog
vachiev
i,

WhiCh'pro

doy feel is likely to foster tile -:higher level intellectual
,shown in the Maslow hietatchy? (Figute 3) Why?

threatens student needs 'for safety, security,
ion? Why?

tea
pro

individual instructor structure the classe he ot shc.
similar.to these examples independent of the overall-
?



Needs and'Class

, 'Although the decrptions of the three programs PresdntEd in the',
previous section axe fictional-and any reseinbThnce %to actuAl nnttition
programs Or prOisssors is_toincidental,Yeach riscrkption%is representaqv6

_
.of.program and: clasercibm cli-Mates-which are-often-obsrved in fields as .

divers0 asjoreign.laiguage,Ldhemistry,-,. histAy,.counseIing,- econoMica,
and allied health college, progralts;,. The professors who Rlan,.operate,
and teach courses have etrong_need dispos.itions or-orldnationl just as do
all persons. The type of?need disposition of a pxo.fessoi,o_r a group qf ,

ladministrators'and'professors shape-the program and c4..assroem climates
The claesroom climate.in -turn plays directly.op, studentneeds and motives,
afid influences achieVement or a-lack of-achievement: '

Many scholars and earcheYs_have studied the interaction of teacher
needs and methods of.cbntroi with -classrodm climate and student 'behavior
and achieVement. Tabie-1 summarizes segie of,this work particularly as
integrated by Alscher (198) and prssented in Gage & .Berliner (1975)
and other sources. When Table 1 is examined each of the prior program
descriptiops are found to-.be easily capegorized into a particular
instructor needorientltion and the'aisociated characteristic classroom

_dr Program climate.

If either'Table 1 ãr each of, the prior program desptions is
examined and compared with Figur01, the:Maslow need hierarchy,. it
becomes very obvious which classroom climate is basic to fostering the
Itigher needs' for intelleCtual, academic and hrofessional AchieVement fn
students.

-)

The first program,which is -.desCribed, springs.out-of the department
chairperson'sneed fOr power and dominance. It produces a program climate
which ig'restrictive,-puhitive, and a yreat-to the safety and esteem pf
facultY -members and students alike. It motivates a strong safety_
orientation rather than the desired gvowth orientation which is anvital
to producing effective professionals who-will continue to grow ahd learn
lifelong. It.focuses student attention on playing it safeand avoiding
-Puble rAtherthan the need to know and hnderstan(for itsown sake.

The second program also is a dhreat to esteem and -sa=etyneeds
for most studente, although it might not At first "avpar tb be'so. iMos
people, particularly-students entering a field they know little about
and haVe noNyet worked in, require a'good bit Of strueture'and direction
to feel comfortable. A,complete lack of 'structure and beingjorced to



Amount'of
Structure_ A

ree of,
Student
ReAtiOnsibili

Degree Of
Risk Taking

Degree
Warmth and'
Support

Rewards and
Punishments

Degree of
Conflict
Tdlerated

Basis for;
Teacher Con-
trel and
Respect

TABLE I

PROGRAM/CLASSROOM CLIMATE AS INFLUENCED BY

INSTRUCTOR NEED ORIENTATION

ed 6

Excesive rules
And regulations
,Which, dem&nd- COn°

Individual Choice
and reeptinSibility:
is'not permitted.
Permissidn is
Always required.
from the teacher.

Students play it
safe doing only
what is ;required.
Fear of failure
in high, .Minimum
Standardshecome,

The teacher 1.0:. 01d .

or indifferent.
Teachingiis. viewed
as in adversary
lationship be-

tween'teachers and'
students where the
trongest will wins

out.

Rewards and punish-
ment:Are based dA,

e teacher's judg-
ment of fairneSs
and-rule folioWng,
by students.

ns tor entat
Need- on

tan. Students
may not disagree
with the teacher,
who's is

-posed.

Coercion And .in-
timidation by'the
legitimate power
_f the:teacher and
his:ability to
assign- passtngio
failing grades:
Called coeci....e,
let ate, and

poWer.

Few rules. Informality -
and spontaneity are

esaed.

it

No tonetrainte are
placed on the student:
by"the teacher. Students

.

are responsible for their
-(1%46 Choices and learning..-

There are few or,no
sanctiOns againSt'lkudents
for errors-or riskApAing.
Consequently somestudent
choices Are Unrealistic,
dangeroua or Lmproper.

The teaCher desires And
seeks rhejtiendship of/
students.dad responds
warmly toward students..
_iendship is held more
important than achieve-
or anything else.

Rewards are tansistent
And frequent and often
independent of quality
of student performance.

!loch. Conflicts and dis-
agreements are smoothed
over in order not to
damage friendship.

Acceptance or _ejection '
,of,sendents as friends
and subsequent social
group intlusion or
elusion. Called reward
and.coerttge power.

Need'_or Ach evemen_ _ _

Sufficient:rules exist
to define ao4fosterL-
high performance..WithIn
this strdcture student&
are expected to he self-:.
directed

Student reaponsibility_
and choiCe is encouraged
but within the limits
and rationale of the
oVerall plan for achieve-!
"mdim of goald:

Individual students are
encotnaged to risk new

dhell and new
Ac depend-

us per-
lpability.

The t _ikes and
spectxs _dentsand

'enjoystheir friendship,
.but in the'.6dntext of
,'Achievement of course

Athievement and'
'eotpeterM performance
are respected and Valued'
abpve friendshi0.-

Rewarda are emphasized
-over pUnishments but are
contingerit ution good

petformance..

Reasonable. Conflicts and
disagreements are Con-
fronted Only when they
effect learning and per-
idrmence. Then they are
.resolved in faVor of
achievement and not
friendship. ; . -

The.nuturant attitude and
expert competence and
commitment oethe teacher

tne reanect
and esteem of us stuiietIrs
who seek,:to emulate his '
behavior. Called oxoere,

-
rc°crc-t lgf ivure ,-a

reward power.

,Mod fled and adapted from Alscher (1963),.Li
and Cage 5 Berliner (1975)-po... )1.0 1

n (196),-Lippitt, Foxi & Schaible (1969)
and pp,':351,-354.,
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makA decisions without needed information pr competence is threatening.
-Being included or excluded from a group without information about what skills
or characteristics are required for inclusion is also threatening. Many
students in this second program will also have difficulty feeling safe
and esteemed for theiraccomplishments. They too will have their attention
find energy focused toward a safety orientation and ndt a growth orientation.

In,the last program:described, students' needs=for structure,
sectajty, and esteem are much more likely to be met on a regular basis.
KnoWing what the 'objectives and general procedures for a coUrs'e of training a e
is comforting and teassuring. Being recognized for honest accomplishMent
and competence is esteem building. Being assured that if one fails, second .

chances will be grante<and aincereassistance provided reduces.fear of
failure. Being able to make choices where one is prepared to choose wisely.

is supportiVe of the need to grow and learn. For all these reasons drui
more, progeams with aneed for achievement orientation are more likely
to be effective in producing healthy motives and maximum achievement.
They are also the programs Which offer the Most effective combinatibn of
positive teacher influence on student learning through the power the
instruCtor has over students. This power is derived not only or thainly
from the legitimate power of the teacher role and the ability to reward

Punish student behavior, but primarily from'the expertise excitement,
and 'commitment displayed by the Teacher whioh wins sttdent respect and
emulation and encourages excellence in achievement.

0
Something _to Think About

Examine the programs you work with and the classes you teach with
re pect to Table 1.

doea Your progt or classToom fit? What type of classroom/
prograM,climate operates?

Ask your students on a questionnaire or in an in e view, if they
ag ee with

Which climate .would you like to establish? Row could you do so?

Within the conext of your own classroom, what can you do to promote
a highly achievement oriented'classroom climate, regardless of outside

=

overall program climate influencea?
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Activi y 3
Task 3

'This, section of the workshop consists of the'demonstration of a
series of techniques which:have the potential to make your day to day-
teaching activity more interesting, relevant and motivating to students.
You will_actively participate in A'series of simulations and learning-
actiVities which illustrate techniques which chn be _gularly applied
in the 'teaching of nearly 'any subject.

After Your partieipatiOn in same of these activities you will be
invited to extend their application-to, areasof your own teaching. The
appendix to this set of workshop materials contains:many eXamples And
suggestions which are useful in'arranging for more motivated learning.
The actual activities performed in the workshop are only a small sample
of the possibilities.

The last portion of this section will be a brief outline of tips
for teaching which relate to the effective incorporation_ into your class-
room instruction of the theory and tedhnique presented in the previous -

sections.

4 3



Activity 3
-Task 3A
Exhibit A: Role

Workshop Leader instructions: --'this or a similar activity in
connection wi,th Activity 3, T 3A.

Purpose: To provide-insight into tha role of structure in enhancing
motivation and achievement.

Divide the group you are working with into two sections randomly.
Have aach person cbunt off by twos, e.g., one, two, one, two, etc.
Send all of the "ones" and "twos" into separate rooms. Then gfve th
the task sheet with the word list on it. Make sure one group gets the
plain list, the other the list with the structure and diagram; The groups
need to be separated in order that individuals in one group do not see the
papers of the other group. Have the two groups study their lists for
exactly two minutes. Instructions are on the top of the first sheet.

At the end of the two minutes, collect the papers from eac,h group
,being careful members of one group do not see the pap'ers from the other
group. Set the papers aside and do another activity. After about 20 or
30 minutes give a test on the words recalled to the entire group. Allow
2 minutes or less for the test. The test consists simply of asking each
person to write down the list ot words. Immediately after the test, read
off the correct words and have each 3pr-on score their own paper.

Next, form pairs of persons with one being from group 1 and another
from group two. Re-distribute their papers to them and ask them to
explain to each other what:

a. they did to study for the test.
b. their score was on the test.

Determine if there were consistent ditferences betwe n the ScOr
of persons who had the diagram, structure, or organizer and thosewho
had only'the list.

Either explain the con_ent pf the paper "Conceptual Structure,
Learning, and Motivation" to the group or have them tead it. NeXt ask
the participants to form groups of 5 or 6 persens and discuss the questi
which appear at the end of the paper.

4



Activdty 3
Task 3A
.Ekhibit A2

Look at the following list Df words. Try to remembe -
word on the List. You have two minutes to study the list. Y will
be tested oti your recall of the list later. You tiecd nqt recall e order
of the words' only the words themselves. You are not allowed to notes.

platinum

aludinum

bronze,

marble

iron,

4iamond

tone

silver

copper

steel

magi qllium

embrald

-..granite

ruby

gold

slate

lead

nallm

sapphire

brass
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Activity 3
Task 3A
Exhibit A2'

You have two minutes to study the following words and .chart.
Each word is-a mineral. These minerals_may be divided into metals and
stones. In addition the metals may be divided into rare, common, and
alloy_ metals. The stones can be subdivided into precioua and-maSonry, -

stones.

Now, look at the chart which, correctly categorizes each mineral-
Notice that each category contains common,examples of each type.. Study
the chart and the individual mineral names. .Later you will be aSked-to
reproduce the' entire list of minerals. YoU are not allowed to take notes.

nerals

Metals Stones

I

Rare Go wino n Alloys Precious Masonry

gold7.
S4lver-
pl inum
uran_ m

iron
aluminum
copper
lead

bronze
magnallium
steel
brass

ruby
sapphire
emerald
diamond

Jimestone
granite
slate
marble



Activity 3
Task 3A
Exhibit A3

Conceptual Structure
=

Learning-and Motivation,

In the jearning tasX.en.remembering twenty minerals, one group
received only-a listof words. Theother, group reteived the same list of
twenty words and some additionaljnforMation ih the form of a verbal state-
ment and a chart.which categorized each Word-according to a logical system.
This logical organization is an example by what Bruner (1960) meats by
"structure". It is also called an "advance Organizer" by Ausubel (1968).'

Simply ipresenting the lipt to a student without the advance organizer
fails, teeall attention' to prior learned knowledge and cohcepts.necessary:to
make the recall-of the individual words ratber easy (Gagne:, 1970 & Gagn6
& Ariggs, 1974). Without the Structure or advance organizer; a student is
forced.to tontrikre his own structure or, resort:to:rote TemorizatiOn. Rote
memorization is not a desirable approach since material learned ih
manner-is Initially-learned only-with mgch moreeffortandia quiekly
forgotten. 1

In addition, when material can be learned in meaninhful
ways, rote memorization is often an unpleasant task and is,likely to develop
.unfavorable attitudes toward the content being learned. While the structure
which the student imposes on the word lisr may aid his learning, it' is
often a structure of less generalizability and utility than a conventional
underlying structure taxonomy which exists in a discipline area. Sometimes
studentp use simple mnemonic devices or thematic story lines to remember
lists of terms similar to those 'presented in the activity. An example of
a mnemonic which is frequently.used terecal/ the namea and sequence of the'
cranial nerves is "On Old Olympus' Tow-ering Top a Finn and German Niewed
Some Hops.". Another example Is recalling the sequence of colors in the
spectrum by remembering Roy; C. Biv. Still a third is. recalling-the A7oologic
taxonomic groups by remembering, "King PhAip came over for grandma's suit-case." While such mnemonic are gseful for learnihg fixed sequencesrof
word labels, they are not useful in the learning of meaningful mat.vrial
similar to that presented in this example or the body of concepts,,
relationships and principles which make up the structure of any discipline.
or knowledge domain.

1Coritrary to popular beliefs, material which
is also learned more completely and retained longer
sleiW.' This also applies to individuals. That is,
material quickly generally learn it more therough
reason for this is the existence of the necessary
capabilities and concepts which allow the new info
quickly acquired, processed, and used (Gagn6,& Brig
9).

learned most quickly
ae, where learning is

students who master
retain it longer. The

equisite learned
tion to be easily and
1975, Chapters H' And
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,

If 4student leartectthe list of minerals preaented in the previous
-task by- aaimple mnemonic protedure he might,-indeed, be able to recall
exactly:the 1j,st.of wo'rds in the identiCar ordet he learned them. However,
fot.this task,'&nd most tasks cancerngd with the meaningful learning of
concepts,and-principles,-simple andacturate:recall of a particular list,
hè spqific steps to 'solve a particular problem, or specific facts is not
the adaptive behavior desired 4s a learning outcome. Rather the-learning

, .

of the,generaf logical structute which can he used to categorize or describe
eatlu mineral is pnch more aeaptive.

-There are severalreasons for'this. First, the logical structure
self io very generalizable. Onde learned it can be used to correctly

categordze,.new minerals not encountered dilectly in instruction. It can.
'be used bythe individual in new situationg. Tha is tailed transfer of
training. :Second, if the student,does forget a particular word presented
in the original list,,and if it,is important to remember that word,, he
tan generally "retreate' the word by using the conceptual structure.
Bruner sees the rolefof structure in both.extending 'knowledge to new realms
of experience (going beyond the information given) and being the primary
basis for recall of aPpropriate,specific information-and facts (1960,
1968)'. A third reason for thegreat -desirability of the logical structure
approach to learning over less Meaningful approaches, is that it is much
moreMotivating to learn something which has the capabilityto organize,
explain, predict, and ttensfer to many specific situations. General
-concepts and relationships result in what Bruner (1968) talls "effective
powee'and what Gagn4 (1970) calls horizontal and vertical transfer which
leads'to effective problem solving. finaLreason for learning'ag much
of the content.of a given discipline as possible through the use of mean-
ingful taxonemies, structures, or general concepts'is that once learned
such capabilities are tremendously resistant toextinction,or forgetting.
Oftentimes these types of higher order generalizations once learned are ,

retained lifelong while unrelated factual information is tapidly forgotten
(Cole, 1972).
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guest_ions

I. Werethere differences in how many of the twenty mineral names each:
group was able to recall?

What attempts did persOns Withbut the advance nrganizerAnal& to struc-
ture the list to enable-learning?

uThink of something you teach in your field where you make usirof an.
.advance organizer and- a cognitive structur6r to help studehts learn
how to -categorize, identify, and recall specifics. Explain the
procedure to your group.

4. Identify another area of your teaching where you do not but could and
should use sone type of advance organizer -or post organizer to teach
a broad conceptual structure to make learning more meaningful and

. generalizable.

5 Try to recall .some specific facts or information which yod learned
in the past but can still "regenerate" because yoU still know the
general structure of the discipline.

Examples:

a. The difference between molali y apd molarity in chemical solutions .

How to calculate the standard deviation oI a series of measures
or the correlation coefficient of a series of pairwise measures.

c. .The circulation of the blood through the renal-hepatic portal system.

Use exaMples approkriate to your own field. Take something you used
to know. See if you can regenerate it fromyour acquired cognitive
structure. If you cannot and are forced to' look up what you want,
is the ability to do so also part of a generalizable cognitive
striicture? Why? Why not?



Activity 3
Task 313

y.ole of-goncrete Experience
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Workshop Leader InStructions: Use two or more of the activities
listed as exhibits below-as workshop activites prior to having participants
'complete Activity 3, Task 3B.

Purpose: To illustrate the use of concrete experiences and active
student involvement to foster high level of motivation and aehievement,

Exhibit_B1 Teeth

Introduce this activity by having the workshop participants pretend they
are students and you are an instructor in a beginning dental hygiene course'.

Students may have not yet learned basic dental anatomysnomenclature or may
have forgotten it. This is an engaging way:to both assess the degree with
which students are familiar with the nomenclature and to teach the proper
terms. After explaining this to the participants say something like this'.

"1 know you have all been learning the nomenclature for describing
the dental arch and the various positions, -surfaces and locations

of the teeth. I have on these cards the names of theeight basic
teeth. Take a card. It contains a tooth name. -Pretend you are
that tooth. First draw a picture ofthe tooth you have received on
the back of the card from the perspective of the occlusal surface."

Hand out a card to each of the 16 students or to 32 if you wish to do both
the maxillary and mandibular arch. Allow participants a minute to draw the

tooth they have been assigned. Make sure you have a complete set_af teeth in
the maxillary and/or the mandibular arch. If you have fewer than 30 students,

proceed one arch at a time. Next say something like this.

"Ylease get up and stand in the middle of the floor. Arrange
yourselves in the proper position in the mandihular (or maxillary)
arch. Pretend you are the tooth named on;your card."

After the students get up and intp an arch Position, ask any remaining
students to check out their position and tooth names. Is everyone positioned

correctly? If not, get them correctly positioned.

Continue w th the ty es of 4uestions and directions:listed be o , Be

flexible:and spontaneous.- These questions are only examples of the typc
which -can be asked.

1. Ask every- student, in the arch'to position themselves such that
their backs are their facial surface and their fronts are lingual

surfaces.



2. Ask two studenA to place a string or piece o_ masking tape
through the arch as the medlan line.

3. If people are not evenly Spaced, E.g , some are touching one
another and there are spaces between other adjacent peoPle
ask another student not in the arch ta'nameeitherthe space
-(diastema) between personsheads and bodizs or the touching of ,
,hips (contact area) of othets. If no spiEes exist ask a student
to point out or Create a diastema or contact area.

Ask a given. student (tooth) in the arch to indicate w er- a cavitY_
1.s located on his or her mesial surface.

Give a stUdent a black piece of paper with a
attached and ask him ot her to put the paper
distal surface of the first bicuspid (and so

strip .of tape
on the occlusal
on for any position_

Ask the right cuspid to assume the position of being rotated to
the distal.

7. Ask the'sedond left molar to lean
incisors and central incisors to 1

8. Ask your students to think up cIth
use of the nomenclature.

toward the
_ean toward

co= ds

buccal, the lateral_
the labial etc.

which'involve proper

To do this activity you will need the 32 cards.with the names of the 8
teeth which form the two arches. In anticipation that you-might want to
use this activity as an example of a teaching.method, but not be familiar
with the basic nomenclature, the diagram'included below should help,

L 077.4777AL I Naar' Irmo
Lai r 7LaL I riCarOt [mcotdo it4C0071

CANI744 [oL140141

fra4/ paerAOLA0 (4(47 SICOSIA01

4 SeC074) 04/70LAJ:7 1477.440 aia04701

71437 inatAsL
7ONfl fAOLA
4.714140 FIOL'AU,

.714tat Azt tictir TO

I Mt LUOt 'NUT; La-7;1%AX ILL,LtY AND noraDIOULAX.

iaaaral a 707AL or. 7-miray-rwo Tetru

, Adapted from Wheeler, R.C. A Texrbook of_Dental Anatom and Phys,wlou.
Philadelphia: Sannders- 1963, 6.9.
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Exhibit B2 Nephron
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This, activi y is simply another variation of`the methodology:described
in the preVious tooth activity. However the topic is .different 'Conduct
the'sample resSo in the same general way. HoWeverthis time the lesson
Content concerns the structure and fUnction of the nephron.

,

Ask s6adent; to construct a room.Size representation,of a n phrOn
.on the flOor using maSking tape, chalk or washable ink felt pen.

.Assigh cards te students with the labels for various ions and
compounds found-in tile blood. Have these students- stand on the
Capillary side 9f ti-ZBowman's capsule and.determine.who (which
ion or moledules) has free access through the capsule wall into the
tubule Under,normal conditions.

Give each student a,card marked H20 or simply ask each student to
pretend he is.a water molecule or.a,unit. of water (e.g., 1 ml etc.
.The stbdents are to start on thetubule side of the capsule and
follow the tubule pathway indicating where and how many, of them
would be absorbed on the way to the pelvis.

Repeat the above procedure for K Na Cl ,urea creatine, glucose,
pfruvate, ascorble-Acid, ecc.

This activity is also useful for either assessing or.teaching basic concepts
in an interesting and engaging way. The anatomy of the nephron can be
taught as well as the special selective diffusion and reabsorption
function of various portions of the dapsule and tubule.

The diagram which follows is useful to help illustrate how the class oom
procedure would be carried out. The paper it is taken from provides the
basic information needed. In fact the author of the paper, Bonnie,L. Lynch,
suggested this ac ivity.

NEPOIZON
VOLU

From Lynch, B.L. Anatomy

eCI-V 15

Junction _ th Urinat-y yetom A !4e11-7-,

Le,qrning Pp..e -e. 1 ge of Allied He- ith. UniV'ersity of Kentue.k.y.-;1975.



Exhibit B3 Coimnunlcation

Studants in clincial,and_echnital courses often have difficulty in
communicating instructions,tocolleagues or patients iritlear. unambiguoUs
terms. Thia activity is designed to quickly assessstudenta' ability to

precisely deteribe:and clearly'Communicate events or situationa to:other
people.'

Suppose you notite youttstudenDs in a clinical class have been sloppy
in giving and/orfollowing instructions. Here are two activities you could
use at. the appropriate and teachable moment which might'help dramatize
the problem, motivate increased effort at more precise communication and
identify Particular students whomhave diffituity ln speaking precisely.

'Procedure:

1, Divide the class into pairs. Have each student sit back to back in two
ehairs or on the floor. Designate one person-in each pair asthe teacher
and the other as the student. The two should be seated so that neither can
see the other's work.

,

2. Ask the "teacher"Ito draw an irregular figure on an empty sheet of paper.
The figure can be anything he chooses, but must be moderately complex
anciirregular-such as:

3. Task: The "teacler" is to commUnicate to the "student" dire'ctions
whi-h ena)le the student" to draw the picture on his paper.

4. Constraints: the "student" cannot ask'questions
the "teacher cannot look tp see how the "student' is
doing

c) the "stude t" cannot look to see,the 1 _'s" example

.5. Allow about 3 minutes for this first part of the task.

Ask paii's of "students" and ceacherst to compare the figures.

Are the pairs alike? Hbw much? .To'ithe e:xtent that the "student
figure is like his 'teacher's", what can we infer about the degree
to idhich the "teaehe fg" .statemeuts were. operati-dnal?

Are the fi_nre!A about the lUll ha ? size? oelenled in the same my?
in: time same general spaee on the paper"'

What are some ways the '-teache-
their -uctions to students?

' could be nt explicit in cimmimlijit ica
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7. Repeat the procedure wtth,a,new p_ persons and A new figure. This
time let the'"teacher" be thd "stnderit", and the former'"student" be the
"tedche-t.". Qhangd'Ae constraints in different groups.

Let'the "pupils" in one group ask questions
.

,Let the "teachers" in another group look over their "student's"
shoulders \-

,How does modifying the original congtraints effect the ou-tcome? Why?

What Tole does Peedback and student questioning play in helping teachers
to be more operational in their statements, descriptions and instructions?.. ,_

.,

4 ,..'

A 14:,

,Constructing Operational Statemeikst

Procedurc:

Another Activity

1. Send one voluneeer out of the room into the hall so he 'cannot hear or
see .whaf is `going on.

2. Have a second volunteer demonstrate some activity in the classroom in
the absence of the person who has been sent out.- This should be a short
and relatively simp-le activity such as the following:
A
Rerson walks to Middle of the room, stands on left footoclaps hands
three times, places right foot on floor, turns around 180', bows three
times, and returns to seat. (Note: 4s instructoyr demonstrates some
eXampl'es, don't describe them, use varied activities involving

I people and things in the room and a variety.of postures and activities
e.g., chairs, chalk, glasses, hands, books, langhing,walking, bending,
shaking hands, etc.),. The person who is "it" demonstrates his task
to the class.

Have the:members of the class record a brief written statement or mentally
note whai, was done.

4. Hemenstrator then-calls the .person in JWie hall into the clas!4room. The
demonstra-for tben explains to this person what he isto do.

Constraints: al -demonstrator ca m6 gestures and caunot-point or,
Show any body po.: ures, etc.. He-must use only WordS
'when describing t task to the person4

h) 'demonstrator cannot look4it the person when explaining
the task to-him or during its execution, 'He mnst
stand with his back tohim at b6th times.

c)_,Person who iaMe In from the hall, can ask7no quest:Ions
eiLher_during the dqmonstration or its description.,

5: person who has coMOJV the hail carries out the instructions.

. o



close did- the-performance match Phe-instructiona?

o close-did tiEte in:tructions giimn the per8On by qie person who as:
.1At"'match -his own demonstration?

48

we assume-that if the performances match almost exactly that-phe
-communication-was operational? -Can we assume that if they do not
match- they were nonoperational?

-;r-Think'of some.ftinny, aerious, unpleasant situations which yo4 have
observed or experienced which resulted from similar non.operational.
communications. Explain 'the sitnation to the others in Your group.

ContriVea Situation where you deliberaely try to establish communicatien
difficulties between two op, more people by Using non-operational atatements
and terms,_ Example: A person-new to Lexington seeking directions on how
to fintlhis way to a particular point in town. As the instruc6r you
may want to role play this:with a student. Be non-ekPlicit in your
insttuCtions. Don't use stfeef.names and lie ambiguous about the number
of blocks, landmarks and:directions. Usethe.terth "you knole,a lot. A
Second situatiOn which.might be -roleplayed is a student in,your course
where the student has earned A "D" on your essay exam and:wants to know,
why. Be very ambiguous. in your reSponses.

What-situations can you think of where operhtidnal statements are sufficiently
Precise that even in the absence of feedback Or direct contact of pupil
and teacher the task can be,completed?

examples: Cookbook recipes
Instfu _ ons packaged with new lawnmoWer for assembly
,Instructjns on 61:i of standardized. tests.

Exhibit B4 Lift Your Left Foot

'

Introduce this activity by saying something'similar to the following.

"Suppose you are a physical therapy instructor. Youare giving a
lecture,on counterbalance and denter of gravity as basic principles
of body,movement and control. sit is 8:30 a.m. ,You notice only
about 'Ohree of your 18 students appear alert. You feel what you
a're trying to teach is important. Here is what you might spontaneously
do to motivate more student interest, although had you been better
informed and prepared you might have planned the activity ahead of
time."

A

Then pretending you are the teacher and the workshop participants the
.students do the following,

Have then all get up and move to a flat wall surface. '

5 5



Have everypne turn with their right,sides toward the wall. Have
each person'place their right foot firmly againSt-the wall,-then

'their right:hip and'slioUldir Also against the weal. Thewask
them-fo-lift their-lett foet on your countof three. Cdunt,

0676,.thiee lifff"

Pram this position the feet cannot-be lifted unless the tOSO is
turned parallel to,:the wall-or the-hip moved.eut:awaYjrom-the wal_

Askthe following qUest ons:

"Why rcan't yoir lift:your left 'sot?:
What principles are. involved?-
'Can yog work out another position with the wallTwhich preven
A major limb, head. Or torso movement? How? Why?
What principles are invelved?."

.Another variation IA to have the studentsform pairs and'haVe the
_mallest student in each pair plate the palm of,hiser!.her handsquarely and firmly on fop of his or-her own-head. The other
person tilen tries,to lift the, hand'of,f theether person's head
with one hand at the wrist.' The first'person easily resists.
Again,the same or similar .questions ean be asked.-

EXhibit B5 Gene=aii ng Experience

If the participants are to make use of what they have been Shown theyMust generalize it to their own teaching. Have each participant read the
paper titled, "Concrete Experiences as Mediators for'Learning" which isActivity 3, Task 3B. An alternative approach is co present a mini lecture
on the content of the paper.

After either presenting the paper or having the-participants, read
it, ask them to discuss the questions which follow the-artiple. Generally'
discussion proceeds best-in groupS of from 3 to 6.. You may want tojorm
one latge grout or severatamaller ones depending on yoUr goals, constrain
on time,ett.

Discussion Hint

The questions about when and when not to use such techniquesare!bnet
answered in the, paper the participants read. A brief, answer is provided
here to assist you in leading the discussion.

,

The types of activegaming and simulations described in exhibits Bl
thiough B5 can be used frequently as motivators provided it is understood
thatauch activities:

A) Do hot replace the need for quiet and serioug Individual s udy
and the usual mechodsof lectures tests,practioel:demonstrations
etc. which are necessary for proper learning and aChievement.

5 6
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Can often be carried oUt rather spentaneously'and quickly at
'the teachablemotent, as-in the example of the physical
_therapy lecture on balance and center of gtavity and the
"Lift your Left:Foot" activity or the="Communication" activity.

Are tremendouslyuseful energizers which-introduce physiCal
adtivity, veriation,'social,interaction, and doveity; all-
-f whidh motivate student interest and achievement, into-
more routine ongoing instruction.,

D) Azeoften excellent ways to'introduce new topics .br-summarike
jor points.

5 7



Activity 3
Task-3B

cgncrete Experiences as Mediators for Learning

'Much research shows that whed students are learning hew or eomplex
,material, concrete:instances, and example's do. Much to aid learning and
retentiOn and to foster attention and motivation.

. Bruner (1966) speaks Of three modes by which humans can represent
or think about aspects oftheit-world., These include the enactive;
and symboliemodes of representation EActiVe representation is thinking

-and learning:by thd direct performance of some task with muscles and
nerves. Iconic representation is thinking and learning by the use of
iMages including visuals, smells, sounda,- and otheraensory input tha-t
are not symbols, Symbolic representation is learning throngh the use of

' symbpla such as words,-numbersi or chemical symbola and concepoial
relationships among these.

Ullen you learn almost any task all three modes are involved to some
degree, particularly if the task invalves a component of psychomotor
.i)erformance. FOr example, as a child you learned how to shake hands and
properly greet people; In- doing so, you learned the appropriate way to
perform this.common.task brwatching others and imagining how yon should
shake hands with-the president when he visited your achool (iconic
by actually shaking hands with many Teople (enaptive) and by beingil-
structed in words and language,by adults who told you why, when, and
how to shake !lands (symbolic);

Oftentimes, in academic courses in colleges the erial
ledrned is presented in nearly pure:symbolic orabstrac onceptual .

form. This is often'the ease in philosophy courses and some hiStory
courses.-It is alSo the case in some science courses, although these
tend to use.more diagrams.and=charts, which combine the symbolic and iconic
mades.. Some instructors also use many verbal examples and illustrations
which call to mind previous experiences or imaginary si4tuations lor

.

students (iconic mode). However, many:instructors fail: to make -sufficient
use of thb -iconic cor' the enactive mode in teaching academic content. Of ,

course, in clinical dental,, physical therapy; and surgical courses and in
laboratory coursessin medical or radiological technology much emphasis is
placed upon all three modes and their integration intolnformed and
skilled teendical performance.

. Instruction which facilitates learning:in all three-modes
generally more exciting, for students and Often results in more stilblc
and meaningful learning. Tnere are many opportunities in the,tdacnialy
of ally academic subject to incorporate all three modes, t-iometimes

5 8



in unusual or unconventional ways which illustrate-a concept or set
relationships you wish to teach.1

You have.participated in a demonstration of one or tWo activiti8-
whieh illustrate how to incorpOrate.enactive, iconic, and smybolic modes

A.neo the-learning Of soinerhing often considered dull and'horing. Now;
examinethe questipns which follow and see if you cam-generalize this
technique 'to- an,area of your oWn teaching.

References

Bruner-, J. S.,- Olveri; , 1L, & Greenfield, P. M. et. al. Studies
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Questions_

1. There are many other areas where,you COuld involve students in
enactive learning of some complex process- .ExainpleS include_ ,

(a) having students role play,the-various functions ofa chemical
autoanalyzer in order to learn the basic principles of its operation-,
(b) naving students Labeled as_atoms, radicals, and molecules

.phySically asaume the positions and Correct bond angles of various
organic :compounds, such as urea, etc.

. Thinkof some area you jio teach where you already:make use of all
three modes.. Explain how yOu do this tn the other.persOns in your
group'.

2. There are disadvantages to teathing: oo frequently in this way!
What are .they? Consider the length nf- time required, the posSibi ity
of teaching Jnisinformati6n, -and the-possible student reaction tO too
much of-this'approach.

Given tile disadvantages when, how often, and for what purpose should
one Use an activity similar to role playing the teeth positions in
the dental arch? What are the advantages of such procedures?

If you'have time, as a. group deAgn aAd present.some engaging and
-unusual way to teach some coptent area .to studentS-in an enactive,
whole body way.

6 0



Even Instructidn

This activity is designed to illustrate the usual events of
instruction and their function in promoting effective motivation,
learning, and achievemefit.

You should now watch the workshop leader and participate in twO
simulation activities which depict the events of instruction and their
functions..

A.

After;you have finished prticipating in both simulations, discuss
the following questions. 1-

0

1. -Whichmethod was mist interesting 'Most e

Why was one method moreeffective than the other?

iective?

3. ar were some of the main instructional events included in
mbre effective method andignored in the least, effective

Imethod?

6 1



ActivAty._3

Task 3C
Exhibit C

Events of Instruction

Workshop Leader Instructions:
with Activity 3, Task 3C. Do
,participants complete Task 3C.

Use this activity in connec ion
activity before having

_urposer. To draMatize the impottance.of properly planned-instruc-
tionarsequencesAin the'teaching of,concepts and. skills.

Introduce this activity by,asking the Participants to pretend
they Are staents in a,first.aid class. You'are the instructor and you:
are going to teach them how to tie certain.types of knots in ropes.

55 .

Explain that for purposes of the activity you will demonstrate'
two Ways to teach the skill.. Ask them to sincerely try to learn what
you want to teach them. Carry out the instruction'as a short miero7
teaching episode. Complete' the improper procedure first, then the proper
procedure.

_Imprb er Procedure

- The objectivetin this, part of the-activity is to'be as unorganized:
and unprepared as possible. The teaching:sequence suggested, is deliberately
designed-to violate the functions of each of the nine events of instruction
described by Cagn4.1968, 1970; Gagnd & Briggs, 1974, p. 123).

Tbe functions served by.t e various events of insttuction-of a ,

giNien skill Or topic are listed below=in the usual order-in-which they
are employed.

1, Gaining.and cont:olliog (-aintaining) atten ion.

.informing the 1- -ner of objective or outcome.

=

Aiding recall of prerequisite learning.

Presentingithe stimulus material.

5. Providing guidanCe for learning.

Eliciting 'perfor_ance from -ach student.

-13-oviding feedback about adequacy of student performance.

6 2



udgingquality of performance.

Arranging-for retention and transfer.
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-Casually begin your instruction while something else
_it going on. (No or little effort to gain or control attention),. Talk
ina'monologue D'on.'Lexplain why the learner: needs to knola this or wtiat
he ahould be,able to do. If pressed as to what say, "tie 4 knot."
If pressed'as to-why say, "because it is required." (No attempt to
inform learners of the objective

GiVe a:verbal deacription of how to tie,the bowline, being Sure
t to actually tie:or manipulate the rope. Teach to the whole Class, not

a given person (failure to present the stimulus material)- After'your
Verbal description, have,each person draw a diagram of;how to' Lie a.
towline. Don't let them actually try. (Failure to present the stimullis
material ancitoelicit aPvroptiateperformance. 'The,tying_cf_a knot is
not-the same as the drawing of the diagram).

Make sure not to give any feedbackto.any student on their drawing
(Failure to provide feedback)...'Collect the papers and'say, you will
grade them later and give them back next week. ,Pick out a student
.give him or her &real rope and tell him this is atest,. TellhiM to
tie A bowline. Tell him he has passed pr failed but nothing else. End
the lesson after 3 or 4 students have been tested. ,(No provision for
retention or transfer).

later the improper precedure, stop, and ask-the participant's how
they, felt about the activity. Discuss, these feelings for a couPle of,
minutes and then go on to the second part.

. ASk them to play the'student.
rple:once more and-then carry out the proper procedurpAescribedon the
Activity 3, Task 3C handout titled (7rind's Events of Instrue-tion.

Proper Procedure

The purpose of this part of the procedure is to demonstrate hoW
ail nine events of instruction can beAncorporated into effectiVe and
motivating instruction. Carry out the procedure -according to ACtivity 3,
Teak 3C. After you have finished, ask the participants to turn to the
descr-otion of the instructional events you followed provided in Activity
3, Task 3C. Follow-these steps'as you teach the procedure.

.

When you have finished demonStrating the proper and improper
,procedures'and looking at-the description of the appropriate procedure,
ask the.participants to read the paper and discuss thp questions which
are aso part of Activity 3, Task 3C.,



Events of Instruction
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bert.Gagng is an educational psychologists who has spent a great
portion of his life in Studying the instruction7learning process. He has
identified.nine common events of instruction which are empirically known
to be basic to teaching which is supportive of_learning (Gagng, 1968 1970;
Gagnd & Briggs, 1974, Chapter 7).

The nine events of instruction are really a set of general process
.objectives which should be used in the teaching of any topic or skill-
They specify the conditions which the tacher kust create fo the student
if learning is to occur in a meaningful and lasting way. They also help
Insure the learner will be highly motivaied to learn. The nine events
of ntructiçn do not specify what should be taught or what specific
examp es, activities, or tasks should he presented to students. They do,
howevr, provide a general set of guidelines from which to plan the
necessary number, variety, and.sequence of instructional activities needed
tor the effective teaching of "any concept or skill. Because Of this
propgity, the nine-events of instruction are very generalizable and u;eful.
They are summarized in Table 2.

The nine events appear, so logical that any teacher wieh alttle
common sense would seem sure to be sware of the need to include all of
the events in their teaching. However, teachers often fail to attend
to one or more of these important events in their teaching.

It should also be pointed out that the-events need not occur in
the order they areqisted. Oftentimes they do ,not,.but the most common
and proba6le order is the one presented in the table. In addition, skilled
learners who have learned, to be self-directed also teach themselves through
attending to each of the various events, whether or not the teacher sys-
temically does so. We know this to be so, since learning any concept or
skill in a generalizable and useful way requires each of the events.

Teaching t e Tying

Via

The Nine Events

- Bowline

An illustration of how the nine events of instruction is useful in
planning effective teaching of a concept is illustrated by analysis of a



TABLE 2

GAGNE'S EVENTS OR INSTRUCTION

ide

Getaing,.controlling, and
naint-,71Trkng attention

"

lmforMing the learner Of
the expected,outcome or

'objectiVe.

Stimulating rechll of
relevant prerequisite,
learning.

(4, Presenting the stimulus
' material inherent co the

learning task.

(5

(7)

e.

Eliciting the per ormance.

Providing feedback about
adequacy or correctness of
performance.

easing:performance.

Enhancing, retention,
generalization, end.
transfer.

Learning requires atte ng-te the task at
hamd%and screening out'other stimuli. Thal,
teacher can help gain, ControL,and maintain
student attention toward the task.

:Ile learner must knot, whet it is he is to
do. Thiaanables himtO':attend to appropriate
stimuli, remember needed-information and
erganice behavior toWard the goaI;.

,

Moat 1104 thingS Which are:learned are based',
upon earlier,prior knowledge, concepta, and
skille.. Students often do not know what
these prerecielaites are or may have
forgotten some-of them. Recall most often
be ded by the,teacher.

learning involVes being able to do something
.

whidh one could not do before. The student
muathe presented with the symbols, situations,
and objects with which ha is expected to'
learn-to perform some task or procedure.

Moat learning tasks involve the learning ,of
many smaller components of the iinal total
skill or concept and their subsequent
assembly into a smooth and skilled performance
rbroad cognition. The teacher needs to
guide the gtudent at each pont in any complex
learning task, to insure each component is
learned.

The-atUdent must,initiate and perform the.
aCtivity Which is to be larnAA At the
appropriate time anti under thewappropriate
conditions. For most learning tasks the
performance must be elicited repeatedly
as practice before it is masered in a
expert way.

A great deal of practice-is of no value
unless the learder is provided with
knowledge of the accuracy of his
performance. _Knowledge of errors and
accomplishment as performance is elicited
and practiced is required to shape final
skilled performance toward mastety.

N,
After learning, or often before learning,
the degree to which the performance- has been
learned or not learned needs to be formally
-tested or assessed in order to plan additional
instruction and report progress.

It is not possible to teach everything abeilt
any given concept, skill or topic. It is
possible and necessary to present the student
with a variety of !different contexts- and
iltuations whete the'concept or skill
Mites in order, that he may generalize it
to situations he has'not yet encountered. .

Sum= zed from Gagnd (1968, 970 ) and Gagn6 Briggs, (1974).

a



"proper" method for learning to tie a bowline which the workshop leader.
demonstrated for you. Each portion of that instructional activity will
naw be described in terms of'the nine events.

(1) Gaining and Con elling'4LtCention

Using a'large. r peAUickly tip abowline in one end forming a loop,
.

'Ask anothet person, A stndent, to tie a loop in the other end. After both
leops have been tied- put your loop around a door knob', 4 chair leg, or a
person's hand.and give a sharp tug

59

'The bowline knot won't.slip. Repeat thia procedurevith the knot
the student tied. Chances are it will Slip. _Dip. your knot into Water and
again,put it over edoor knob or under'and around a chair-leg and pull
very hard. It won't stip. Move around the rooM as you do thls. .You
should have gained student attention.

C
(2) informing the Learner ofthe Object ve and Stimulating Recall
(3) Prerequisite Learning

Say something like this.' "Oftentimes in lirst-aid work,it is
important to be able to tie a 16ep In a 'rope which will not sill,. If
'you-want to lift someone out of a hole or'well, the knot should be stable
You don't wanthlt to slip and squeexe thea3erson. If you climb down a
hole or cliff to help someone and'use a rope loop around your chest to
be pulled backThig, you want the'knot to be stable. When we finish this
activity, you should be able to quickly and correctly tie, a bowline knot
which will not slip-even when wet, muddy, or bloody.1'

(4) Presenting the Sti ulus Material

Say, "Here is the rope. Watch As I tie iI correctly to produce a
bowline knot with a loop 6f rope.'

. Tie the knot, slowly, explaining step by step what you are doing. Have
the students gather arOund you and look over your sholder to have the
proper perspective.

Providing Guidance and -(3 ) Stimulating Recall of Prerequisite
Material or 'Learning and, (6) Eliciting performance

Give each student a. long piece 'of rope.' Work with one student at a
time if you have only one piece )E rope while other students watch.
Have students examine the.diagram presented On the next page before they
begin tying the rope. Hand out a copy to each student. Then make. a
"hole" and a "t " behind the "hole" in,a section of rope. Then say,.

6 6
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"Ok., let's:rian_the:rabbitiv the 'holeroUnd the tree, and 'down_the hole.
again..... Carry. Outthe proc dure., Demonstrate how to tighten the knOt.

'(7)- TrOvidni4Sedback Abou Adequaty of Student Performanae

-Gime each student a.piec of rope and ask them to tie bowline.--: alk
around assisting students as they need help and correcting any errors.

(8) Assessing PerforMance

--HaVe each student'hook hi*-prher boWline loop
legand.:give it a Share tug.' lf the knocslips, it
Check each loop-to see if it i& tied properly.

to a chair or
is improperly

table
tied.

-(9) Prolvid ng, for Retention, Generalization , ind Trahs er

Havestudents form into gronps of 2 or 3 pe
4 or 5 different sizes of ropes. Ask them to do

a. Tie. _ bowline in each rope.
.

Have One person lie dawn. On the floor face doWn, ,Slip a rope
underneath:his chest andtie it in a boltrline knot, with only -

liXtle slack in the loop which is- positioned,just-below the
arm pits. .

the
G -4 each group

fol;1 wingta

c. Make a loop just the right size'to -as a stirrup for your
foot.. You might hang such a stitrup,from the baCk of a truck

facilitate mounting or dismounting.

Stand up. Br ng a rope around under your atms'and tie a bowline
knot in front of_your own chest, _Repeat the procedure lying'
down on your stomaCh, side, and back. Repeat it again from a
sitting Position. Tie IA using only:One hand as if the other
hand and arm were disabled.

tFasten a piece ofrope around your waist to serye as a-beit.,
Form the buckle from a bowline knot. Can.you-keep your
trousers up with your belt and buckle?'

References
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77,

1. ,Think of'a sp4 'lesson or topic you teach eVery.year,which could
be better tAli you planned it aording tso the nine'events of
instruction. If you dId plan the leseon according to the nine events,
do you think it would be easier to teach in.subsequent years? Why?
Why not? Could someone else use your lesson-and they yours? Wit:at

, possibilities do you see forbenefical development and sharing of stich
detailed.plans?

2. Think of a lesson, skill, or topic you'already _each according to the
nine events of instruction. Is it effecive? Why or why not?

Why is it More motivating to students if the nine events of instruction
are followed ln a teaching activity? Relate the earlier conceTts of
student needs and theories of Motivation to your answer.

_ckly, with two or three other people, design a lesson about
somettling you,teach and make sure ypu provide experiences supportive
of all nine events- of instruction. .1f-you have time., conduct,a
ldicroteaching session of your activity before the ehtire group. Then
critique your own performance and call for suggestions to improve the
lesson.

6 9



Activ tv 3

Task 3D

' Ma of Variation, Novelt Curiosi and

Discrepant Even ,= and Incon ru ty

63

An English literature teacher is unhappy with the quality of studentas
written interpretations of assigned readings. She also feels that many
students are somewhat inattentive in class. At the next class she does the
following. Slowly she spreads thd students' last written assignment papers-
out on top of hgr desk. She then climbs up on the desk and walks back and
forth over the papers, saying, "I have been going over yOur papers. I feel
there are two main problems. First, you tend to leap to concluSions." At
this point the teacher holds up a large sign labeled "conclusions,." 'She
then throws the sign down on the floor and immediately leaps off the desk
onto the Sign. She then says, "I also think that you ignore to comment on
the feelings that the readings must evoke in You," She then holds up a sir
labeled "my feelings," has a student stand up and hold the sign at the front
of the room and then walks around and around the student and sign, never
lookingat,eitber but everywhere else.

A physics teacher begi _ a lecture about states of matter (solids,
liquids and gases) this- way., "We all know the general rule that a given
material such as parafin wax or gold can exist as a Solid, liquid, or gas.
We alSo know that, as a general rule, the solid form of a material is most
dense, the liquid less dense, and the gas the least dense. We also all know
that water, H20 has three states, ice, liquid water, and water vapor or steam.
We know that water vapor.is much lighter. Or less denSe .than.water. .When wmter
-hoils, bubbles of water gas rise up through the water and escape into the air.
We also know when 'water freezes it becomes a solid more dense -than the water.
We know this since 'ice cubes always sink in a glass of ice water and because
when-a lake or pond freezes over, the ice is atways formed on the bottom of
the pond first. People who 'ice Fikate on Ponds and lakes are a harry group
who-, after donning their wetsuits, weights and skates, descend into the lake .

in Order to skate on the frozen water which has settled to the bottom.

A teacher of economicS in,teachinp a Lesson on ants"- mid "needs",
comes into class and says, "Why do we wear belts?" A student answers, "To
hold our:pants up!" The teacher says, "OK, .good!" "But is a belt indicative
of 'a want-or a need?" Another student says, "A need, herause you need a belt
to hold your pants up." The teacher says, "Alla: I do not need 0 belt to
.hold my pants up! I can meet that need in many ways, not with Just a bolt.
At this point the teacher throws onen his coat to reveal an old rope vied
around his nauts. The students aro delighted and laugh gleefully. The
teacher thert asks each student to describe:why he or she purchased and wears
a particular belt they own. Much discussion follows concerning want..s and
needs.

A teacher in a colleges:of allied health is teaching a mit LIriiIflIysis.

DurIng a lecture when she has explained the physical measurements lila dc cn
urtne and has explatneC the infcrcuccs made ahout Hio patient from Lill data

7 0
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Sheremoves a brown paperApag from her desk. She says "1 brought,thiS'home this morning." She opens the bag,apd removes a urine bottle whichfilled, i4ith an amber liquid. She askssme of the students in the class touse a hydrometer to measure the specific gravity of the sample. She hands'the hydrometer to the studont. The student takes the measurement and reports4tto be 1.012 g/ml. The teacher says, "Cee, it's a little Wdak. Le:t me,run it through again and we will try another moashrement "Lmorrow." With,that ,the teacher quickly picks up the urine bottle, puts it to her mouth Anddrains itin one long drink. The bottle centains water and food :coloring,but the students do not know this.

A medical laboratory and s
sterile procedure has them clean
hospital floor for sterilization
has 'the 'sterile items wrapped in
the usual 10 minute break in the
onion dip and some craekers. She asks two students to go get their sterilepackages and bring them to her. She opens two neekages and removes two -emisispans. 'She places tfie dip in one and the crAckers in the other and passes.them around the-circie after taking two crackers and some dip herself,

rgical technician teachtitig a groun of students
and prepare a group of items taken from the
in the autorlave. The next dav the teacher
their cloths in a cabinet in the room. At
class, she produces a container of French=

Nes_ions

1. Top these tall tales with your Own account of an unusual or s rangesituation used by a teacher to gain attention or.make a point which you wit-
.

nessed.

Are such techniques apr opri V,Tiart? Wliv? For whom? Uuder what-condi ions?

3. Are these and similar activities legitimate ways to arouse studeatinterest and mot-ivat on or do they detract from the serious business. of teach-ing and learning?

4. Have you personally ever contrived a suat ion like this? Withwhat effects? For what purpose?

5. ..After vou have discussed these questions, read the paper kickfollows.

Mimses and Potent 1 'ariation and

Novel ry iri C.! ass room ActivitieN

Some teachers would never consid( using some oF the far ou attenvicngetting.techniques described in the previous section. Whether or I

can comfortably use this type of ap-roieh cIenends a'grcaL deal upon V0ii r ownneeds, personality and beliofs. Even if you do use those hypes of ttentiongetting activities, it is hot. to' do sr within ihnits. If is n _ wie tocarry out this typo nt activity ioo ( it to or tilt, novel Lv eoii ca-s. of- 1 liiaddition it is 1,0w i SI to, uae ; neh an it ivit v I it_ is likely o threaten the

71
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esteem, well being or ideals of your students. The activity also ought to
be closely related to some point you are trying to make in teaching the
academic -content or skill which is your nriniar r objective.

A few years ago an attractive female instructor docided-her students
were not paving enoUgh attention to her lectures. Her solution.was to strip
her clothes ofit and walk nude before the class as she lectured. This was a
,n0or choice:- 1) since her lecture content had nOthing to do with her nudity,

because'her nudeness presented a competing stimulus which, while causing
students to be visually attentive to her body and movement, probably inter-
ferred with attention to the substance A her lecture, and 3) because the
tactic was,in poor taste, bound to offend the values and sensibilities of
some students and colleagues. She was fired, so strongly were some sonsihi
llties offended.

.

The physics teacherwho _began his lecture on states of matter with the
strange story about skating on the bottoms of frozen lakes, is a verv conven-
tional person in most ways. He is nofmallv.very scholarly and serious. He
would not think of intentionally offending a student. When he tells this
story.to his students, they are very serious and almost belieAre him, usually
studious_lv'taking notes, until he Inv's it on too thick. -Then laughter erupts,
students are pleased, enjoy the !joke, tension is reioasq, curiosity about
the phenomena is enhanced and everyone feels better about the teacher, the
subject and the class.

While it is possible to overdo the novelty and incon nifty bit, such
techniques used occasionally and opproprintely can do !cinch to gain and control
student attention, meet needs. for Play and jokim-.! which moSt people have to
a good degree (remember Figure I. an(1 the Murray needs list) , introduce varia-
tion which is itself motivating, and even improve classroom attendance.-

The drive for playful, exploratory behavior, the fascination with the
incongruous, unusual or discrepent situation is uniyersal to all persons and
the basis for most humor. in addition it -is the cause of a good hit of
creased physiological arousal level or alertness (Betlyne, 1960, l963). Re-
petition of the_same sort_ of environmental ittcriis and stimuli lend to habi-
tation and a reduction in physiologic arouSal level, which we usually refer
to/as boredom. introducing ru.Neity and vanity tpLo regular cilhasroom patterns
or instruction increases arousal level and 'pr Vents boredom.

The options for the teachet are many. You do not need to be n great
Performer or showman. Basically all you need to rememher is to trv to do
something new and different often, and vary, what von ask your students to
do the Same way. The physical therapist who stopped in the middle of his
lecture to have everyone Cry to lift their loll foot wheh'iheir right side
Was pressed against a wall increased the alertness of his students by having
them physicaly move about and tTy to apply an nhsirnot concept to a concrete
situation. Many ,r tN cL Vi tIc descrihed in the Activity 1 portion of

.
this workshop are effective lecause of: 1) v;iriation theY produce m
the usual routine, 2) hecduse diwv provide Lot hysical ilovoimHtL, 1) are
somewhat -incongtuonl.; and 4) ciii uSd1 COO FL S;ititc its of rather abstract
cencepts. lt is a ..111llo ,cHti rum) H,L,od ci hrotond ,cnir city
s the first premoir In tho icicichi cciii cc cii dnd Id A'!;IAMO your cdrroci

postrion zur; Ihnt I bc t ii 1 :1 romr ion mi :Irch in tho cii I ci I I tin

'ciassuodM Ilddr. 7 2
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Far from detracting students' respect for you as 41. tea'cher and student
achievement in your sub4ect, area, techniques simil,ar to- these, when used
Properly, will increase student desire to emulate your wit and creativity as
well as their general Motivational level for OW subject matter you teach.

References
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Activity 4
Task 1

Summing Up

67

If you have completed this workshop you should have learned
quite a bit which can be of use to you.in your teaching. It is the
purpose of this :final part of the workshop to sum up the major
guidelines for enhancing student motivation and achievement. We
could have begun with these guidelines but you would probably not
have known how'to implement them. 1.;he wotkshop materials and activ-
ities should have helped you to do 'o and better comprehend the
theories and rationale underlying each guidelino.

idelit-

1. Be familiar with the basic relation hip among the concepts
of learning, motivation and perL)mance and use your knowledge to
make more accurate inferences about what students have or have not
learned and why they have or have -Jpt.

2. Think about student motivation in terms of the basic psycho-
logical concepts and meanings rather than the usual global meanini;
applied by lay persons. Use your more precise nomenclature to be
a better observer of student behavior and a better inferrer of causes
for various motives and patterns of behavior.

3. Be familiar with your own profile of needs which motivate
your own consistent orientations and strivings and recognize how
they influence your teaching.

4. Be aware of the wide range of needs which motivnte behavior
and the great individual differences between students on their needs
profiles.

5. Recognize andbe able to identify the main types of program/
classroom climate which exist, their relationship to instructors needs,
the types of power and control used wiCh Rtudents within earth climate,
and the effects of ,the various climatres on student behavior. Assess
the programiclassroom climate of your college and your own classes.
Change it Co be more achievement oriented if possible, toward pro-
ducing a maximally supportive and motivating climate.

Recognize that some studonts and colleagues are more growth
or safety oriented than others and consequently need loss or more
struccure, supervision and direction to learn aud perform -00
Respect vour students' needs and differences. Think of them and work
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with them as individual people, not as an,amprphous group. Base your
.decisions upon what.students have learned, can or cannot do and their
degree of success upon Multiple observations and measures of their per
formance. Whenever possible, wean students away from a safety orientation
and toward a growth orientation by helping them to become'more competent
in areas of weakness and sincerely praising and recognizing good
performance.

7. Use the conceptual structure of the content or discipline you
teach,as an effective set of tools or concepts upon which to build and
organize instruction. Make frequent use of advance organizers, charts,:
-schematics, and:general principles which foster the meaningful learning,
,retention and application of specific taformation.

8. Incorporate as regular aspects of your instructi6n activities
which foster learning through enactive, iconic and symbolic modes. Use
codcrete examples, physical activity and'manipulation, graphics, images
and examples whenever possilbe to illustrate the meaning and proper use
of abstract conceptual relatiOnships.

9. Attend to the nine events of instruction. Insure you have
meet each of the,conditions required for effective learning outlined
in Gagud's nine 6vents of instruction.

10. Make use of novelty, incongruity, discrepant events and variety
to add an element of humor and the unexpected in your day to day teaching.
:Learn how to capatilize upon situations which may spontaneously arise which

, are appropriate for making a joke or stimulating curiosity,and teaching
-ran important concept at the same time.

11. Never forf,,et that the most abundant and Most hmportant
resource available to you as you try to think Up examples, illustration_,
and ways to present and generalize ideas are your students' and your
own ideas and experiences. Ash and make it possible for your student's
to participate in the adventure of your-teaching.



Activi y 4
task 2

Evaluating the WorkE:hop

Please complete this evaluation form and turn it in to the wo:k
leaders. Circle the most appropri;Itc respo se to enek item.

close was the workshop to you exp

Very close 1 2 3 Ii Not close at all

2. How much do you feel you have learned from rkshop?

9 A great dcalVery little 1 2

How good an example do you feel the workshop materials
of the leader of the principles described in the wor

A poer
example 1 2 4

A good
example
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d tha conduct

4. How likely is it that you will use the pril-iples and thniques presrtod
in this workshop in:

a. .The.teaching of your own classes?

Not likely 1

at all

b. The tr_
field?

Not likely
at all

4 5 Very likely

up5 of other teachers in your field or a related

2

How appropriate to your field
various principles and techniq

Not
.appropriate . 1

4 5 Very likely

es ?
the examples used to Illustrate tIe

,

Highly
5 appropriate

Do you intend
4

--ttinue Le study on your own, the rest of the wo
shop materials wh ch were not dealt with in this session?

Definitely 1 2

not
-initely

Yes



-7. What Is your overall feeling about LIds ,iorkshop on motivation?

2 3 4 51

8. Please
duties.
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iy sLate your profLssiouaJ. field, professional r-le and

9. Please inke any comme .; you wish.
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Appendix

A Individual Cub Scout Record

B Pretest for Workshop

C Feedback Sheet for Pretest

D , Post-test fbr Workshop

E Feedback Sheet for Post-test

Notes for Mini Lectures



ADVANCEMENT RECORD
This Cub Scout. becomes 10 on (Date)

and will be eligible to join a Webelos den. (HS is a !so eligible when he completes his fourth grade on

BOBCAT
1. Learn and give the Cub Scout Promise.
2. Repeat and explain the Law of the Pack .

3. Eiplain the Meaning of Webelos
4. Show and explain the Cub Scout sign and

handclasp
5. Explain and give the Cub Scout motto

and salute

7 2

HOW TO USE THIS FORM:
For ranks of Bobcat, Wolf, Bear, arrow points, Webelos activity
badges, and Arrow of Light, the entries should consist of the
date (i.e., month and year). For recording the starred electives
a "tally" system may be used since some of these electives may
be done more than once. A tally entry (1) is given for each time
the elective project is completed. Four individual tally entries
with a diagonal line across them equals 5 thus:1441

BOBCAT BADGE AWARDED

WOLF
ACHIEVEMENTS

(Date)

WEBELOS
ARROW OF LIGHT

BEAR
ACHIEVEMENTS

1. Feats of Skill . . . .. L Wildlife Conservation 1. Scout Oath, Law, motto, slo-
2. Flag 1 Woodwork gan, sign, salute, handclasp

3.3. Keeping Healthy Using Rope . . , . .. 2. Scout badge .

4. Your Home and Community. 4. Outdoor Games
....

3. Outdoor Code
Whittling 4. Uniform5. Tools S.

6. Collections -, 6. Our American Heritage . 5. Flag ceremony
7. Conservation 7. Family Get-Together ..... 6. First aid
8. Tying Things 8. Cub Scout Fitness 7. Three activity badges
9. Home and Traffic Sa ety. . 9. Writing BADGE AWARDED

10. Family Fun 10. American Folklore GRADUATION CEREMONY HELD..
11. Religious Activities 11. Religious Activities
12. Research and Books 12. Protection ,

BADGE AWARDED (date)

ELECTIVES

ElADGE AWARDED .. .(date)

ELECTIVES
ACTIVITY BADGES

1. Aquanaut .

I. *Secret Codes 1. Skies 2. Artist .

2. Dramatics 2. Weather 3. Athlete
3. *Handicraft 3. Radio 4. Citizen
4. Baseball . . 4. Electricity 5. Craftsman

*Model Boats 5. Big Boats 6. Engineer
6. Kites 6 *Aircraft r.L _ 7. Forester
7. Foot Power .. . . 7. Things That Go 8. Geologist
8. Machinery 8. Bicycling 9. Naturalist
9. *Parties and Gifts 9. Cub Scout Band 10. Outdoorsman

10. Indians .... . . . . . 10. Masks 11. Scholar
11. Songs 11. Photography 12. Scientist
12. Drawing 12: Nature Crafts 13. Showman
13. Birds 13. *Magic 14. Sportsman
141 Pets 14. Landscaping 15. Treler
15., Gardening 15. Farm Animals
16. Family Alert 16. .*Repairs
17. Cooking ... 17. BacIfyard Gym
18. Outing , ......... 18. Swimming LEADERSHIP

19. Fishing
. 19. Water and Soil Conservation TOOM TO

20. Sports 20. Sports Denner
GOLD ARROW POINT .. . GOLD ARROW POINT Assistant denner
SILVER ARROW POINT ... SILVER ARROW POINT Webelos denner
SILVER ARROW POINT .. . . . SILVER ARROW POINT Webelos asst. denner

'See "How To Use-This Form- above.

Became Cub Scout (reOstered)
Joined Webelos den
Became Scout (registered)

MEMBERSHIP°
Transferred into pack
Transferred out of pack
Dropped from pack

7 9



1. T or-

Pre

If a student fails to perform a task correctly, it can
be assumed he has not learned -to perform the-task.

.T or An example of- a psychogenit need.is the ,need for aufficient .

motor aetivity to promote healthy muscle tone:And physical
well being.

T or F Motiva'tion iS a construet whichis needed to explain
persistence of ah individual towardmastery 6f a diff- -ent'
task or achievement of a remote goal.

T or F Generally, if a student fails to perform a task correctly
it can be assumed he was,not sufficientlY motivated to learn

correct performance in the first- place.

5 A clinical instructor supervises fiftqen students in on-the-job-
Craihing. ,He is friendiy and close to the students.-; When they
perform poorly on a task, hp feels bad but tends to ignore the
inadequate performance and not call it to the student's attention.
He worries about stUdents not liking or respecting hi6-and generally
assigns high grades whether or not they are earned. What'inference
can be.made abOut this instructor's classrooM climate?

a. It is.characterized by openness, truSt, and a sense of
b. It is based upon the strong8 need$ of the instructor to
c. It is: determined-largely by the instructor's needs for

control.
d. It is determined largely by the instructor's needs for affiliation.

6. Upon graduation from medical laboratory technology, Ann Xurns down
a good job in allospital in a city 300 miles away:. She keeps the job
she had as g student working as a waitress in a burger stand. She
explains her choice by saying I haVe many friends here I don't
know if I could do all that's expected of me,in the new job. Maybe
something will come up here," In terms of Maslow's needs theory)
Ann can be described as:

a. having a strong need _-- knowlCdge
b.= being safety oriented.
c. 'being indecisive.
d. 'having a strong need for fail

7,3

well being.
achieve.
power or

8 )
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..Tohr-i likes his science Courses, but has trouble doing his homework. Every-
title he starts to study, if he hears some of his friends talk or
getting ready to go out, he stops working and joins them. Al oys
talking and going out too. However, once,he has started his work,
Al cannot be lured away until he has finiShed the assignment. Answer the
following questions.

7. T or 'F Al is more motivated than John.

T or F John's needs for affiliation are stronger than his needs
for achievement.

9. T or F Al is Probably more intelligent than,John.

10 .In any given class you teach or group you supetyise, there are
dlways,individual differences in the academic ability and intelligence
of the students. There are also.differences in the professional and
academic achievement of these students. How much bffthe observed
Variation in student academic- and professional competence,,can be.
empirically explained by differences in intelligence and general.

academic ability amoni students?

a. About 80%.
b. About 50%.
e. About 35%.
d. Les than 25%.

11. An instructor teacWg about cellular metabelism draws a diagram'
of a'cell on the floor. Each student ia-handed a card,with

. molecular or iconic name on it. The instructor asks students to
pretend they'are an ion.and/or..moleeule add to move into and out _

the cell., breaking down, combining, etc., just as would-happen ia a
real living cell. This teaching technique is anexamle of:

a. an adVance organizer.
b. structure in teaching.
e. enactive representation.
d. need for dominance.

12. The activity for teaching aspects of cellular metabolism which is
described above is an example of:

a. a simple variation in the usual teaching routine which is lik61Y
to increase student arousal level.

b. teaching through the use ofa cognitive map.
c. the proper use of- all idne,' events of instructiol
d., 837Mbolic learning of conceptual relationships through roduetiom

of affiliation and defe'reuco needs.



Feedback Sheet for the Pretest

The correct answer and a brief explanation is given for each item.

False. The-student may haVe learned to perform the task, but not be'
,m0tvated to do so nr actually be motivated not to perform the.task.
-.*'eXample is the physicap_-therapy student who learned how to carry
',Out debrisment of burn patients, but refUses to perform the task
baause he files it so distasteful. see Figure T, page 7
197.23';,

False' Psychogenic needs are not,physiological but emotionai
cognitiVe in origin. See Takie 2; page 13.

True. Mdtivation is the construct usually used to
apd,goal orientation. See pages 9 through 9.

0

e. A student may be highly motivated to learn to
ocedure, but still fail to-learn to do so. Most
ed depend upon the prior learning of other- skills

Fai ure to-perform a task correctly cen be due td either
learning of prerequisites or inadequate-motivation on the
learner. See Figure 1, page 7 and pages 5 - 9.

75

descr be persistence

Le

carry out a
tasks,which
and

task
are

information.
inadequate
part of the

See. Table 1, page 33. The instructor described is best characteried
by'strong.needs for: affiliation.

B. Ann is safety rather Chan growth
a greater need to avoid failure thah
3, page 14 and page 15 of the paper,
in Motives and their Implications."

oriented.
arieed to
"Theories

She probably also has
achieve See Figure
of Individual Differences

7. False. Both Al and John are highly motivated,but in different dirctions.
John's needs toward-affiliation are stronger than his needs toward
achievement, Thus he-is motivated to socialize rather than study in
a,situatfon,whith aemands a choice, See Table 1, page 33 and pages 12
through 26.

True. See _ above explanat1on. The reverse is t ue for Al.

9. False. No inference can be made about the respective intelligencqs. of
John and Al from this irtformation. Different motive orientations are=
net-predictive of different general intelligence level

.10. 0: Intelligence and general academic ability empirically determine less
chan 25% of the 'variation in academic grades and performance. See page 6.

8 2
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11; C. This is a- .good example of, a technique which involves learning- through
enactive- and leonic representation. S6e pages 43- throught 53.

12. , A. The activity descritied tis a good 6,cample of the simple type ,of
variation in teaching that is iexcellent for gaining and controlling
student 'attention and increasing general arousal levelq See pages
43 through 53, 57 through 62, and 63- through 66.



If yon want to determine the type of classroom climate which exists
in your own classes, what are some areas You should examine?

How you deal wtth studeht conflict, how much responsibility you
allow students, and the methods you use to reward and control
.studentbehavior.
Howyou go about preparing for class, how often you test students
and how well your students do on standard tests.

c. How many students are in'your class, how often they are absent, and
how old they are.
How many males versus females a e enrolled, what their majors are,,
andWhen they plan to:graduate.

77

As an instructor,what can yOu 0 to ingure students with. a safety .
orientation Tarticipate in and learn all es§ential procedures?

a. KeeP accurate records ,of perforMance.
b. Clearly describe all major competencies.to be acquired by students.

Treat all.studdnts An a completely impersonal manner, making no
allowance fot individuAl differences in needs or preferences.

d. 'Both A & b but not d.

S'tuderits,frecni

systems., One.
fail to meet:

ntly object to autotutorial individualized learning
eason for this objection ip that such systems generall

a. safety needs.

d. adhleveMent needs.
d. affiliation needs.

4. ,T or F Generally, safety oriented peisons have needs to succeed,
which-are stronger than the need to avoid failure,

5 T or F The motives-Which direct a Person's life choices and .

adtiVities are highly stable and not.influenced very mudn
by immediate environmental events sudh as loss-of a job.
marriage,:or birth,of.a child.

6. T or F There are many thin& happening everyday in our:world that
we could learn, hut do not. Other things::are learned very

..'quickly. The main reason some things are learned and others
are not depends uponbhow much time iS spent in a s'ituadon.



7. Sometimes in a clinical 4'etting certain students will hang back
and avoid carrying out tasks which are difficult, Aangerous-,
-embarrassing, or painfa for a.patient. Students who consistent
avoid such situátionsjfay be pharadterized as having: FA

a. a-safety orienta ion.
b. less than avera e intelligence.
c. inadequate academic backgrounds.
d. strong needs td help others'.

-78.

In teaching how t prepare a mieroscepe section with ajuicrotome the
instructor first/shows a<group of five students how to prepare the
tissue sample for slicing. Then she shows,how to mount the tissue

e.on the macuine.:,/operate:the machinet,slice the.tissue, meunt it on
a slide, and staimit. Two students in the group watch but never
actually perform the entire.sequenCe. Felt' these students which of
the Uagné events of instruction have been oMitted?',

a. proViding feedback about performance.
eliciting performance'.

c. presenting the stimulus meterik.
d. all of these.

A pro sor who demands-students sit up straight, regularly
attend class, speak onlY when called upon and who marks down-studen
grades for disagreeing witil him peobablyeperates a classroOM with a
climate- based upon

a. need for power and coercive control.
b. ,need for achievement and expert control..
c. need for excellende an&reward'power.
d. 'need for professionalism and referent power.

10. Which factor contributes most to the observed differences,in the
academic and profeasional performance of students who have different
levels of intelligence and general adademic ability?

Intelligence and academic abilityexplain about 80% of the
observed variation:in performance.
Motivational'factors account for mdch more of the vatiat on in
performance than general, academic ability or intelligence.

;-

General ihtell'_gence and, mgtivational variables contribute about,
equally to ob-erved variations in perfAmanee. .

The, major .conributor to student achievement is neither general
intelligence or motivational factors? but the -degree to which tho
teacher demands excellimce.
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11. Oneteadher Of chemistry require jas students-to Imembrize the
.

periodic chart of.the elements. _Anotherteacher of chemistry spends
thtee lectures explaining the loliCal: organization-behind the periodic'
table organization. He shoWs that'each cplummponsist6 of a family of
elements with similar Chemical properties, that Metals, and nonmetals
are grouped in two different areas of the chart, and that the sequence
=o,f elements is arranged in ascending order by atomic numbers. Whe't
can be said-about these two teachers?_

The first teacher is undoubtedly -ore ach evement oriented than
the second.

The second teacher is making better use of --ructure t- aid learning
than the firat.

c. Students of either teaehercan be expected to be equally motivated
to learn the positions_ Of-elements in the periodic chart

d. The second teacher is making'use of mnemonic devices while the
first is- using reWard power.

12. Which-one is a general guide to preducing appropriate noVel4 and
variation in- your day to day teaching in order to, increase levels
of-student arousal, attention, and metivatiOn?

a. Frequently dress in a bizarre manner when you come to class.
b. Tell wild stories and include many jokes in your lectures.

Change the loudness and pitch ofyou'r voice dramatically as u
lecture, alternating between whiSpering and scrdaming,
Try to include,Something new and different in your classroom
teaching routine fairly frequently.



The correct ans

Feedback Sheet for the Post7test

and a brief explanation is given for each item.

A. The first option contains dimensions of classroom climate which
are under direct instructor control. Some of the other options in-
clude somethings which are related to a dimension of classroom climate,
but also include variables which are not under teacher control or dir-
ectly related to classroom cliftte. See pages 28 through 35 and
Table f, page 33.

2. D. both A and 9 are correct. C is incorrect. Simply treating everyone
alike and not recognizing that some students need more direction, super-
vision, and assistance is unsound. In such a situation the student with
strong safety needs mijr avoid completely, or participate minimally, in
important tasks. Such a student often needs more supervision and in-
struction than other more growth oriented students. See pages 17 through
26. 4

D. Affiliation needs are-,eoncerned with being and working with.',other
people. Often these needs are denied by'automatedwand individualized
learning systems which may meet achievement, safety and esteem needs

:very Wall. See Example.j page 19 and page 22. See also pages 24 to 26,

False. Safety oriented people usually have needs to avoid failure which
are stronger than..needs to .succeed.. See page 15 in the paper "Theories
of IndividUal Differences in Motives and Their Implications."

5. Yalse, Although motive patterns are pervasive and'tendo'be stable
ever_long _periods_ ELf_time,
variables which often, temporarily change motives and behavior. See pages
8 and,9.

False. It is not how much time which is spent in a situation which de-
termines if relationships or skills are learned. Rather it is_ the
motivation of the individual which directs his attention and behavior
toward the mastery of specific relationshlps or skills in that situation.
See page 6.

A. Students who consistently avoid difficult tasks or situatio!fis are
' generally safety'oriented.-'They have strong needs to avoid failure.

See pages 17'through 26.

8 D. AlLthree ofthese events o ,instruCtion have been Ilyi5asAed as well
as'two others. Showing sbmeond else how to prepare a slide of a tissue
is not the same as letting them do so. The-stimulus material is the
doing of the aetivity and the direct tactile, kinesthetic and cognitive
feedback which results fram the doing. The instructor also failed to
:elicit student performance, could not.give feedback about adequacy of
erformance, and-did not make provision for generalization, retention
nd transfer. ,See pages 55 through 62.

8 7
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A. The instructor .described probably-has strong needs for power which
-shapes classroom alimate and he obVioysly yses coercive,-legitimate
and reward power as Means of dOntrol. See Table 1, page 33.:

10, B. -General academic ability 4nd intelligence'account for less than 25%
ofithe variation in student achievement. The other 75% is accounted,-..
for by differences in motivational variables and degree of prior learned

/skills and information.

B. The sedond teacher ip using the logical conceptual StrUC.Wre of. the,
tlisdipline area to teach the location of given, elementa irLthe periodic'
table of the elements. His stUdents are much,more likely to want to
learn the material, more able to do so with-less effort and to also
retain the material longer. See pages 37 to 42.

V

12. D. The other three options are likely_ to be distracting or annoying.
.,They also are very likelY unrelated to the concepts which would be
tuaght in most allied health classes. The.last option is anpropriate
because it can be used to introduce novelty And,variatien'while still
dealing-with the-content and skills which are the main objective for
teaching. See pages 43 through 50.



NOTES FOR MINI LECTURES

The notes included in thi ext ec ion contain the main point

each didactic section of the workshop materials. They are presented

here in primary type t ke them suitable as pverhead-transparencies

,without re-typing. Used as an'overhead transparency each chart provides

the main sequence of ideas to aid the workshop leadees sentation of

mini lectures. Students andrhe workshop leader should both read the

full versions of the papers which the n6fes a: marize. The notes are

simply provided to assist instruction.
At

8 9



-OBJECTIVES

UNDERSTAND AND APPLY.BASJC CONCEPTS,

THEORIES, AND PRINCIPLES TO

EXPLAIN BEHAVIOR.

ACQUIRE SOME PRACTICAL TECHNI.QUES

USEFUL' IN DAY-TO-DAY TEACHING-TO

INCREASE STUDENT MOTIVATION AND

ACHIEVEMENT

POSSESS ACOMPLETE.SET OF WORKSHOP

MATERIALS WHICH WILL ALLOW YOU TO:

1) COMPLETE FOLLOW UP STUDY

AFTER THE WORKSHOP

2) GONDUCT A WORKSHOP FOR YOUR

COLLEAGUES

90

OL



ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES

A.FAST PACED SER' ES OF1DIDACTIC

AND.EXPERIENT AL- ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1 (D) BASIC CONCEPTS

MINI-LECTURE SETTING FORTH THE.

BASIC CONCEPTS ,AND NOMENCIATURE

OF MOTIVATION THEORY

ACTIVITY 2 (E & D) MA 0 THEORIES

IDENTIELY NEEDS--AND VES-
,

CATEGORIZING NEEDS AND MO IVES

THEORIES- OF NEEDS,AND MOTIV S

APPLICATION OF THEORY TO EXPLAIN

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN

STUDENT. PERFORMANCE

GUIDELINES.FOR RECOGNIZING AND

DEALING WITH .INDIIVIUAL DIFFERENCES,

,1N NEEDS. AND MOtIVES



ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES CONT.)

ACTIVITY 3 (E & D) PLANNI0G INSTRUCT ON

TO MAXIMIZE MOTIVATION- AND ACHIEVEMENT

PROGRAM/CLASSROOM CLIMATE

JNSTRUCTOR NEEDS AS ORIGIN. OF CLIMATE,

TEACHiNG TECHNIQUES FOR ENHANCING

MOTIVATION AND ACHIEVEMENT

1) CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE

2), CONCRETE, EXPERIENCE

3) EVENTS- OF- INSTRUCTION

4) -VARIETY, NOVELTY, CURIOSITY,

'DISCREPANT EVENTS,. INCONGRUITY,

ACTIVITY' -(E & D) Swim N_ UP

GUIDELINES FOR PRACTICE

EVALUATING THE. WORKSHOP

EVALUATING PARTICIPMI LEARNING

,



LAY -USE Of TAE1ERM MOT VATION.

:MOTIVATION AS AN ENL) IN .ITSELF.

-,M0TIVATION AS A MEANS'. TO ACHIEVEMENT

LEARNING 'DEFINED

BASIC CONCEPTS-

RELATIONSHIP AMONG- MOTIVTION, LEARNING

AND .PERFORMANCE '(FI-GURE 1; Pj)

4,

MOTIVES DETERMINE WHAT EVENTS AND

SITUATIONS,ARE REINFORCERS AND

INCENTINES. THEREfORE,.THEY DIRECT

LEARNING AND PERFORMANCETOWARD

GOALS'AND.EXPLAIN PERSISTANCE.

MOTIVATIONAL RATHER THAN. INTELLECTUAL
_

VARIA'BLES ACCOUNT F6FR 3/4 OF THE

OBSERVED VARIATION IN S'TUDENT'

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

ORIGIN OF MOTIVE PATTERNS

MOTIVES ARE'THEMSELVES LARGELY LEARNED

MOTIVES ARISE FROM NEEDS

-VPERSONS LIF-E ORIENTATION ANb WORLD

VIEW IS DETERMINED BY -LEARNED

MOTIVE PATTERNS.
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13A 6CEPTS- (coNT

MOTIVE-PATTERNS'ARE:STABLE:AND.

PERVASIVE-

PERSONALITY 'AND 'MOTIVESYSTEMS ARE;

:LARGELYDtTERMINED

AND. QUALITY OF NUTURANCE IN:

CHILDHOOD:AND ADOLESENtE

TEAcHERS OF ADULT STUDENTS CONTINUE

TO INFLUENCE:THE-MOTIVE SYSTEMS

-OF 'THEIR STUDENTS 7 l'ACHEIRS!AN

HELP. OR HURT!'

SITUATIONAL,ASPECTS OF MOT VES

BEING UP AND-BEING DOWN

EVENTS SUCH AS DEATH OF-A

LOVED ONE,)MARRIAGE,

FAILURE, INJURY, ACCID,ENT,

SUDDEN rAME OR_ACHIEVEMENT;

WAR1 CHILDBIRTH. OR FALLING

IN LOVE TEMPORARILY ALTER

STABLE MOTIVE-SYSTEMS.



_

GROUP TASK

'fDENTIFYING MOTIVES

INDIVIDUALLYCO4LET ACTIVI.TY 2,

TASK .1 ON PAGE 10, (2 MIN-1)

'THEN TURN TO PAGE-11. DISCUSS

THE QUESTIONS IN ACT VITY 2,

TASK2 IN,YOUR GROUP (8 MINj



MURRAY°S _PSYCHOGENIC NEEDS' (FIGUR

INDIVIOUAL DIFFERENCES-.ARC

EXPRESSED As DiffiRENT NEED

PROFILES FOR sDiFERENT;; PERSONS

LIFE ACTIVITIES AND CHO CES ARE

DASED,ORTHE POMINANT NEEDS OF:

THE INDIVIDUAL

'MAsLoW $ Nubs -4aRARcky (FIGURE 3 1 .14)

t30TH PHYSIOLOGIC-AND PSYCHOGENIC

NEEDS ARE INCLUDED

HIGHER NEEDS ARE CAPABLE OF

MOTIVATING---ifNDDIRECTI-NGBel+AVI-

ONLY AFTER LOWER NEEDS BECOME

PROBLEMATICJET, ON A REGULAR

BASIS

H-GHER NEEDSMOTIVES ARE INTRINS C,

SELF AWARDED, SELF CONTROLLED

LOWER NEEDS-MOTIVES ARE. EXTRINSIC

' AWARDED BY ,OTHERS -OR TH,E,
,

'vENvIR-ONMENT



a

MAJOR THEORIES CONT. )
c.

..,.-

PEIRSONS TEND TO HAVE AN OVERALL

ORIENTATION TOWARD EITHE'R THE

LOWER OR HIGHER -ORDER NEEDS-

MOTI VES.

SAFTEY VS. GR-0 MI-(MASLOW)

EXTERNAL VS . INTERNAL LOCUS OF

CONTR6C. (ROTTER)

(AF)
rico- OR M(S

AF

ORIGIN- VS. PAWN (DECHARMS)

DEFENDER: VS . COFER (BRIJNER



JURNT.0, PAGE:18 PnBLEms .

. .

WATCH THE LEAQERS ROLE-PLAY

:THE SITUATIONS (5 MIN,

'AFTER.THE ROLEPLAYS# AN

YOUR GROUPS DISCUSS'AND

INTERPRET Tii SITUATIONS

IN TERMS OF THE MURRAY-

AND- MASLOW THEORIES.- M

,Pktspa YOUR INTEkPRETATIONS TO=

-.THE WHOLE..GROUP (i'MIN, FOR

EACH. GROUP PRESENTATION

SUMMARY OF GUIDEL NES BYWORKfOP

(4 M

9 8

N.



TURN T

GROUP TASK

a, 2.9,

TORY ABOUT

-
CKEVKTCH OF THE: WEST

THE F.IR ENDLY MUNCHK1NS

THE WI ZOOS' OF p

1.1.4s:cin§ 71-i 'QUESTIONS 'ON PAGE-. 31-

IN. YOUR. GROUP:,



INSTRUCTOR =NE8S AND

CLASSROOM CLI1MATE

PROkssoRs ANp ADMOISTRAtoRS

HAVE STRONG NEEDS AND-MOTIVE

SN?STEMS A§ ,DO'ALC'PERSO Sk

-:*.sE. NEEDS

cLAssRdom.

CLIMATE INTERACTS WITH :STU ENT NEEDS-.

momEs TO INFLUENCE'LEARNING'AND.

ACHIEVEMENT POSITIVELY-6R '

NEGATIVELY,

PR'OGRAM/CLASSROOM CLIMATE IS DETERMINED

BY SEVERAL DIMENSIONS (TABLE 1,,P. 33

THERE ARE THREE GENERALSYPES

CLIMATES WHICH ARE DETERMINED

BY,INSTRUCTOR/ADMINIS,TRATOR NEEDS.

WHICH CLIMATE'IS BEST? (SEETARA,.-

TWO, p. '34)

WHAT IS YOUR PROGRA CLASSROOM

CLIMATE?

100



COUNT OFF BY TWO S IN

YOUR GROUPS ,

STUDY THE LIST OF WORDS

YOU WILL FIND.
.1 I

YOU HAVE 1 1/2 MINUTES- TO STUDY.

TAKE NO. NOTES

DO NOT TALK

WHEN THE TIME IS UP .RETORN

TO YOUR TABLE, EAVING

THE WORD LIST.-iN .THF

OTHER '_ROOM--,

LATER : YOU WI LL BE TESTE6

ON 'YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF

THE WORD LIST



GROUP_ TASK

DENTAL HYGJENE LESSON

'TOOTH ,CARD

, -
PRETEND. YOU- ARE.- THAT TOOTH

ASSUME' YOUR RIGHTFUL posITL N IN

THE PROP,ER DENTAL ARCH -- -

CARO.,- OUT TJE ORDERS OF THE
.

I NSMUCTOR (5. N: )

..PHYSICA(THERAPY LE -0 -ENTER-OF GRAV ry 'AND

C1JUNTER7BALANC

PRECISE ti,)MMUNICATION ACT V1TY

,APTER PARTICIPATING IN THESE ACTIV T
1

Discuss, THE ,QUEST I ON'S ON PAGE 53

'IN 'YOUR GROUP_

,



CoNCRETE EXPERIENCES AS

MEDIATORP AND MOTIVATORS

BIRLINER s-moDs p-Fiii.PRESENTA ON

ENACT IVE (PHYSI CAL ]DdllW)

iCONtC (DOING BY. rMAGES:AND,SEUSAT

SYMBOL I C (DO I NO SYMBOLS AND THI

LEARN I NG ALWAY NVOLVP ALL 3 1,;lopE

smoNaHmitis-

AtADEMIC COORSES OFTEN,STRESS,THE

PYMPLIC .MODE TO_ T EXCLUSION. W

,THE--OTHERT, EXPECIALLY:THE ENACT1YEo

/OBORATORY 'AND CLINICAL INSTRUCTI,ON USES'

All THREE:MODES; ..STUDENT*S ENJOY AND

A.EARN MUCH FROM THESE!

'USE:OF ALL THREE MODES IS MORE.

'MOTIVATING TOSTUDENTS AND RESULTS IN
- 4

,MORE THOROUGH AND STABLELEA4NINg!

MANY OPPORTUNITIES EXIS,T,TO:.ORESENT.

COMPLEX MATERIAL -IN qA07JvE AND-ICON t

MODES IN TEACHING ANYbUBJtCTc

WHEN AND

4E US SEE .p. 49-50

OW OFTEN SHOULD SUCH ACTIV TIES

103-



GROUP TASK

FIRST A D .LESSON

TURN TO PAGE 514.

ATCH- AND PARTICIPATE 1J4 THE'

MONiTRATIOW-LESSONS 5 mm),

WHEN THE DEMONSTOTIONS ARE

COMPLETE/ DISCUSS THE

QUESTIONS ON PiGE 54i, *REFER

TO' PAGES 57-62 TO ANSWER

QUESTION 3.

SEE T,ABLE PAGE 58. (5 MIN.).

COMMENTS BY WORKSHOP LEADER
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,L_sTEN-tp.THEJALL=t4tEs To.0

LEADERS:- 4 mIN.)

AFTER THEJALES ARE-ToLD,
,

AISCUSS.THE-QUEsnONS ON

'PAdE 64. IN YaiR:GRO6E.

READ-PA4g 64-65.'

1,05



SUMMING UR TURN TO PAGE

-EVALUATING-TQE-WORKSHOP

COMPLETE THE FORM AND-HAND

IN.

x

FORJO ORRNMONING:_,

WHEN YOU GET UP OR. AT'

8REARFAET, .TRY TO WRITE

YOUR,C1ST OF- TWENTY WORD

By YOURSELF/ WI,THAO ADD ITrONAL
.

STUDY.

WHEN*YOU HAVE F.INISHED,LOOK- AT

%PAGES _38-39. TO SEE WHAT

THE OTHER GROUP ETUDIEDc

CORRECT YOUR OWN :PAPER.

READ PAGES 40-41 AND DIS -USE THE

QUES.TION' ON PAGE 42 wItH A FRIEND.

'COMPLETE,THE 'POST TEST,. HAl4D THE TEST

IN, AND READ THE FEEDIMCK SHEET,
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qKLY. WRI TE -OWN _THE LI.ST pF.

TWENTY WORDS- YOU STUD I ED .:EARLIER.

THEN LOOK AT PAGES 381ND 39.

EAD 'PAGES 40

Dttcus,s -THE QUEST ONS ON PAGE 42
,,s1

I N YOUR' GROUP

a 1 07.


